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The popuiatien of Amsterdam is expected to increase with 11% (from 747,290 in 2008 to 

827,000 in 2030) compared to a national growth of only 3%, which would translate to an 

increase of 61,000 dwellings. To fulfil this increase in dwellings, the attention of the 

government has shifted towards urban area redevelopment since the ending of the last new 

housing development of the VINEX- projects. The main urban area redevelopment projects 

in Amsterdam will nat be able to provide for this increase, which leaves greenfields in the 

city outskirts or remediating and transforming the favourable located brownfield sites. 

Brownfield transformation is a unique type of area development, requiring extensive 

research on remediation techniques and necessity, ownership studies, as well as 

interdisciplinary plan development. Brownfield transformation is characterized with a 

complex development process and uncertain decision making. 

Housing associations as a group are destined to be the main actor in the transformation of 

brownfields in Amsterdam, as they currently take care of about 80% of all new housing 

development in the city. Considering this enormous influence on the development processes 

the housing associations have and the sheer size of the development task, it is important for 

stakeholder management purposes to identify the decision making process andl the 

objectives and motives of the Amsterdam housing associations. 

PROBLEM & GOALS 

Research on decision making in brownfield transformation investment has focused mainly 

on the obstacles and motives in the decision making of project developers and investors in 

general. Considering that housing associations differ from project developers and investors 

in their organizational goals and motives, that the Amsterdam housing association is unique 

in its size (55% of all Amsterdam dwellings) and omnipresent in every Amsterdam 

development (80% of all new housing development), the decision making processof housing 

associations should be investigated. 

This graduation project had two goals, namely to determine the decision making process of 

housing associations for brownfield transformation and to create a model which will resolve 

deficiencies to imprave the decision making process. 

METHODOLOGY 

The qualitative research data gathering methad used is the semi structured interview. Four 

out of six housing associations able to transfarm brownfields have been interviewed, in 

addition to the decision making procedures of three housing associations which enabled 

reviewing similarity to the interview results. The procedures provided information on what, 

while the interviews provided information on how and why. During the interviewing period, 
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a deficiency related to decision support tools (DSTs) was observed. Follow up interviews with 

representatives of the housing associations regarding these DSTs were held to validate this 

observation and further elaborate on this deficiency. 

Considering that area development goes through set phases with a decision document at the 

end of each phase, the decision making model of Santarek et al. (1998) was used to 

determine the decision making process. 

IDput: 
Vut.ablu and. valu .. 

I 
Ra.le• and regulation 

DeC>sion making 
IYlOment 

CondJUou and context 

Oulp1lt' 
Developm.ea.t ded•ion 

-~ 

FIGURE 1: OECISION MAKING MODEL (SANTAREK ET AL. , 1998) 

RESULTS 

The Amsterdam housing associations are changing their development approach from project 

development towards area development, mostly due to changes in the Bbsh enabling them 

to do so. The housing associations' desire to increase the value development of their real 

estate by investing in social' real estate. This, then, requires an area development and area 

management approach instead of a pure project development approach. Forthese changes, 

area development procedures are developed to support the decision makers in their 

activities and further support is explored through the development of decision support tools 

in various fields. The housing associations have indicated that there is still need to imprave 

their decision support tools to fit the area development approach. 

The decision making process of housing associations follows the general area development 

phases using standardized decision making procedures, with the decision made at the end of 

each phase to go through to the next, supported by a decision document. The decision 

making procedures state the input needed, in the farm of a decision document, on which a 

decision is made to either go through to the next development phase or terminate the 

project. These decision documents formation are created or overseen by a projector an area 

developer and are presented to the decision maker, mainly a director due to the size of the 

investment, although increasingly the responsibility of the area developer. After the general 

structure and design of the development has been decided, the development is delegated to 

developers and/or specialized departments (in house, delegated or general) for the rest of 

the development process, while still reporting to the di rectors. 
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The input required for the decision document is summarized in 14 aspects, increasing in 

detail with every phase. The main groups of input in each phase are spatial analysis, spatial 

task, market analysis, occupant survey, urbanistic plan, construction plan, renovation plan, 

social project/district approach, social real estate, BOG, reaccommodation/social plan, 

participation, area exploitation, and planning. 

The most important implication of the results is that the housing associations are stil'l in the 

process of adapting their decision making processes and decision support tools to suit area 

development, but are not specifically adapting for brownfield transformation. The lack of 

specific brownfield transformation procedures is interesting considering the future 

involvement in brownfield transformation. The main arguments for this were, 1, that the 

municipality usually controls the brownfield remediation process and will only tender after 

they have cleaned it, making the brownfield transformation projects greenfield area 

deve 11opment projects for the housing associations, thus not requiring any specific 

procedures ordecision support and, 2, that the current general tools and procedures would 

cover any ditterences if brownfield transformation would occur. 

The main reason why Amsterdam housing associations will be active in the transformation of 

brownfields is that they have indicated a desire to grow with the city to retain their influence 

on the development process and, thus, City centre developments are important tor housing 

associations, as the value and attractiveness of the land is highest. The goals and strategy of 

the housing associations are quite clear: increase the number of houses to retain their 

power and position in Amsterdam (and other regions) and, thus, remain in the upper right 

corner of the power interest grid, and pursue value development of their stock to be able 

subsist (self-preservation) in the future. The motives tor brownfield site development (out of 

a maximum of 5) are the importance of value development in and around the proposed area 

tor all parties (4; incl . non housing association) and the set strategy (target group 4.25; focus 

area 4.75; and growth 4). Financial gain is of lesser importance to all but one housing 

association (2.25), although developing at a loss is an obstacle (3.75). The most important 

obstacles are "stench pollution" (4.5), "no possibilities of housing target groups" (4.25), and 

"little or no influence in the decision making process" (4.25). The least important obstacles 

are "leasehold" (1.25), "bad image of the location" (2.25), "location not within focus area" 

(2.5), and "present monuments" (2.75). 

Making decisions while increasingly using decision documents and decision support tools, 

actually alters the decision making moment as presented in Figure 1. The decision maker is 

handed documents and development alternatives, but does not consider the rules and 

regulations, some conditions and context, and most input variables and values, as these are 

used to create the decision documents. The decision maker still uses his own experience and 

judgement (condition and context) to make his decision, but does not have to consider the 

rules and regulations, as they are already consulted in the creation of the decision 
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documents. This increases the importance of correct information, decision support tools, 

and decision documents. 

Rules and regulation 

Input 
Variables and value~ 

Output 
Development decision 

..... 
Decision documents 

Decision making 
moment 

Conditions and context 

Conditions and context of DM 

FIGURE 2- DECISION MAKING MOMENT 

DISCUSSION 

The area development approach of the housing associations makes it logical to analyze area 

with the goal of value development and liveability increase. The analysis should reflect the 

growth strategy {location, type, speed, etc.} as well as rules and regulation. This makes 

analysis using GIS and development using GIS increasingly logical for now and in the future. 

This tooi will support the decision by enabling the organization to develop the decision 

documentsin a detailed, structured, and multidiscipline fashion. 

A decision support tooi concept was developed to support housing associations in their 

brownfield transformation, using GIS as a basis. This basis will contain all relevant site and 

surrounding data relevant for the development. A computer model is then applied onto this 

data while using constraints to provide insight in the potential risk and attention areasof the 

development as wellas input for related analyses. Additionally, a computer model would use 

the data generated by bath aforementioned models to develop a development plan for the 

site with expected development effects resulting from the GIS data and the constraints. The 

resulting information can then be used as input for feasibility studies. Finally, a separate 

decision support tooi was proposed for project planning and organizational purposes which 

is supported through the use of standard development procedures, decision trees, and 

standardized decision options {checklists}. 

LIMITATIONS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

The salution provided has been reached using literature and existing models. No attempt 

has been made to create a working model, thus limiting the implementation and testing of 

its practicality. Furthermore, the means, methods and strategy of Amsterdam housing 
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associations has been used, thus making the proposed support nat attainable by other 

housing associations. 

RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Future research on the actual implementation of the GIS format, performing a stakeholder 

analysis using GIS, further mapping the model potential for brownfield transformation and 

creating such models are additional graduation projects. Furthermore, research should be 

conducted into determining the cooperateability of the GIS DST with the new upcoming 

Building lnformation Model; (BIM) technology. The BIM development can eventually be 

combined with the GIIS development to create a single data set containing all relevant 

construction information during all phases of the development project. BIM is currently 

related to the actual design and realization phases, while the current potential of GIS lies 

within the idea and initiative phases, such as urban area development plans, information 

gathering, and the first creation of, and choice between, alternative development plans. 
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ECTIO TV Tl 

Th is first section will motivate the research theme of this graduation project and will provide 

the resulting starting framework. 

The theme of this graduation project results from a combination of the research focus of the 

Construction Management & Engineering master's degree's process engineering graduation 

studio and from personal interest. Graduation projects are assigned to one of two 

graduation studios, namely the process engineering studio and the business engineering 

studio. Each studio has a general topic which changes per generation. The choice for the 

process engineering studio was made because I am more interested in the 'how' than in the 

'what'. 

Process engineering within CME is concerned with complex decision making processes to 

bring stakeholders and shareholders tagether in the early phases of the redevelopment of 

cities, urban areas, or industrial districts with the purpose of a smooth and optimal 

development process. The focus of graduation projects in the process engineering studio is 

on : Negotiation, strategie behaviour, simulation of expected results, andl process 

governance. A special interest of the graduation committee for this process graduation 

studio is the decision making processes and procedures of actars for the redevelopment of 

Amsterdam brownfields, in part due to earlier successful projects concerning the Hembrug 

terrain. 

I am personally interested in housing associations. Housing associations are uniquely 

connected to specific urban areas (mostly a city), are interested in improving the quality of 

the area around their real estate, and look fora mix of economie as well as social gain. This 

combination makes their decision making different from regular developers, who focus 

mainly on return on investment of specific real estate objects. Additionally, the housing 

association is the stakeholder that will most likely be active in the redevelopment of 

brownfields. 

The main goal of this graduation project for me is to investigate the decision making process 

of housing associations to discover potential discrepancies so that I can add totheir activities 

by improving their decision making. 

The motives described above result in the starting framework of this graduation project, 

namely: "the decision making processes and procedures of Amsterdam housing 

associations for the redevelopment of brownfields". In the next section, the graduation 

project approach will be discussed which explains how this framework will eventually result 

in a problem description and research question. 
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ECTIO OJECTAP R c 
Section 1 has provided a framework for the research theme. This section will provide the 

research approach, methodology, and goal of this graduation project and the steps that will 

betaken that should lead to a satisfying project result. 

Research question 

The research question is directly derived from the starting framework provided inSection 1. 

A combination of the 'interest of the research department and the student results in the 

following research question: 

"what is the decision making process of Amsterdam housing associations during the 

redevelopment of brownfields in Amsterdam?" 

Research goal 

The primary goal of this graduation project is to determine the decision making process of 

housing associations for brownfield transformation and to locate deficiencies within this 

process. The secondary goal of this graduation projlect is then to create a model which will 

resolve one or more of the deficiencies to imprave the decision making process. 

Research population 

Data sourees surrounding "the decision making process in brownfield transformation by 

Amsterdam housing associations" will be used to answer the research question. The sourees 

of data are sdentific and public literature, several stakeholders in the brownfield 

transformation process {in and outside of Amsterdam), and the decision makers of 

Amsterdam housing associations. The decision makers of the Amsterdam housing 

association will probably be the board of directors, supported by the project and area 

developers. 

Research method 

The qualitative research methad has been chosen as it suits the project in its explorative 

nature1
. 

Data collection method 

The qualitative data collection methad are the semi-structured interviews with decision 

makers for brownfield transformation of Amsterdam housing associations. Semi-structured 

interviews has been chosen since, although the interview has a specific goal to obtain new 

information on a specific subject, the interview needs to be flexible enough to further 

explore any interesting information if necessary. Leaving the interview open to pursue 

1 Boeije, 2005; van Aken et al., 2008 
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interesting topics is crucial if a problem is to be locatedl 2
• The structure forthese interviews 

will be determined by general explorative interviews and the scientific and public literature. 

Semi-structured interview selection 

The reasoning behind the selection of housing associations is very simple: the housing 

association should be financially able to participé1te in brownfield transformation. The 

Amsterdam Federation of Housing Associations (AF'NC) provides 9 housing associations in 

Amsterdam on their site, namely: de Alliantie Amsterdam, DUWO, Stichting Eigen Haard, Far 

West, Woonstichting De Key, Woningstichting Ro:hdale, Woningcorporatie Stadgenoot, 

Ymere, and Woonzorg Nederland 3
. 

Far West is a joint association owned by De Key, Stadgenoot, and Rochdale. lt was founded 

with the sole purpose of the urban renewal project of the Westelijke Tuinsteden, of which 

approximately one third is done by Far West. Therefore, it is nat a housing association that 

lies within the scope of the research project. Woonzorg Nededand and DUWO are toa small 

and thus nat powerful enough and they outsouree their project developing. This leaves six 

housing associations, namely de Alliantie Amsterdar1, Stichting Eigen Haard, Woonstichting 

De Key (with its project development company De Principaal), Woonstichting Rochdale (with 

its joint project development company Delta Forte, together with DUWO), Woningcorporatie 

Stadgenoot, and Ymere. Furthermore, the Amsterda 11 Federatie Woningcorporaties (AFWC) 

wîll be interviewed, as wellas the municipality of Amsterdam. 

General research approach 

First, an explorative literature study wil I be conductE d as wel I as explorative interviews with 

non-"Amsterdam housing association brownfield stakeholders" to determine the genera ll 

decision making process in brownfield1 transformation. This will be used as a basis for the 

semi-structured interviews with the aforementioned Amsterdam housing associations and 

the other brownfield stakeholders to determine the decision making process and the 

potential process deficiencies. Finally, literature an subsequent interviews wfll be held to 

provide a model that willl resolve one of the process deficiencies. 

Report structure 

The sections in this report are the steps taken as described above. Section 3 will explore the 

framework and will lead to a more specific area of irterestand a questionnaire for the semi 

structured interviews. Section 4 encompasses the results of these interviews and ends with a 

diagnosis of the problem. Section 5, then, contains t he research conclusion. Section 6 goes 

into the model development and, finally, section 7 will reflect on the graduation project and 

wil I provide recommendations for future research. 

2 Lindlof & Taylor, 2002 
3 http://www.afwc.nl/ 
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The first step of the research approach discussed in Section 2 will be taken in this section. 

The goal of this section is to identify the importantaspectsof the research question "what is 

the decision making process of Amsterdam housing associations during the redevelopment 

of brownfields in Amsterdam?" and provide a basis on which a questionnaire can be 

formed. This section is divided into four parts: housing associations, brownfields, decision 

making, and a diagnosis of the situation that will act as a basis for the questionnaire. Each 

part will provide background information on each research subject as well as provide an 

expectation of the decision making process. 

General interviews were held to get a feeling for the topic and identify problem areas. The 

selected parties are two housing associations outside of Amsterdam involved in brownfield 

redevelopment and a municipal project director, a commercial project developer involved 

with a housing association in the transformation of a brownfield site, a consultant involved 

with Amsterdam housing associations, a project manager of Ministry of Housing, Spatial 

Planning, and the Environment responsible for the urban development policy (and thus 

brownfield transformation), an ADMS trainee involved in brownfield transformation, a 

municipal project manager of Amsterdam involved in a brownfield transformation, and a 

member of the Amsterdam federation for housing associations (AFWC). 

3.1 HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS 

While the first housing association was established in Amsterdam in 1851, the majority of 

the housing associations were formed after the creation of the housing law (Woningwet) of 

1901, and its enforcement in 1902, to provide high quaHty housing to people (mostly factory 

workers) that could not achieve it on their own. The high quality of housing was thought to 

add to the level of hygiene and general health, because healthy workers, after all, are better 

workers. This attitude resulted in the creation of high quality housing until the Second World 

War, most of which still exist and which are very popular. The housing law enabled housing 

associations to receive financial support from the central Dutch government to build 

affordable housing. Since then, in part due to the enormous, mostly low quality, 

reconstruction period after the Second World War, housing associations were able to 

tremendously grow in size and establish a dominant position in the market for housing 

development. 

The activities and obl1igations of housing associations have changed since the faunding years 

from a strict focus on housing development towards the development of the entire living 

environment through the inclusion of non social housing investments and social real estate 

for the wellbeing of society (e.g. schools, hospitals, culture, and even commercial activities if 

it would benent the area). This change has expanded the investment horizon of housing 

associations towards area managementand area development with the accompanying area 
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developer and area manager functions within the housing association staff. The current 

rights and duties of housing associations are documented in the "Burgerlijk Wetboek" and 

the "Woningwet" and are elaborated in the "Besluit beheer sociale huursector" (Bbsh}4
. 

Liveability has been added in 1996, under the reign of State Secretary Tommel, which 

enabled housing associations to actively invest in di:;tricts and social real estate in addi,tion 

to social houses. 

The main cause of the aforementioned change in housing association activities and 

obligations is due to a change in governmental policy, which forced housing associations to 

become autonomous. Housing associations could, u 1til 1995 when State Secretary Heerma 

privatized the branch, receive subsidies from the Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and 

the Environment and from the municipalities where they were active. The privatization of 

the housing associations is in line with a general pol icy change by the Dutch government to 

reduce its activities towards a more cantrolling role5
• 

The privatization (and commercialization} of housing associations addi,tionally enabled them 

to sell houses and pursue other commercial activities which reflects in the power 

distribution between the municipalities and the housing associations. With the housing 

associations increasingly responsible for formerly municipal duties, such as the construction 

of social housing and social real estate, the housing associations obtain more power and 

thus moresayin the processes of urban development. Housing associations, with their large 

land positions and high influence, are important parties for municipalities in for housing 

development. The urban area focused mode of operation of the housing association is the 

key in the municipality's continuous quest for hi~ :h quality of housing and living, living 

services, living environment, liveability, and sustainability. The separation from the 

government has caused an increased focus on finance by the housing associations to 

ascertain their subsist. This focus is translated in a continuous quest for cutting casts, 

professionalizing, and essentially commercializing th(!ir organization. 

Housing associations as a group are nat uniform .3nd can be sorted through the use of 

archetypes. The archetypes are the real estate enterprise, the elient focused association, the 

district director, the emancipation machine, and t ne service association6
. The distinction 

between the types reflect the evolution of the hoJsing associations from the classic real 

estate enterprise type to the society developing service corporation type. The archetypes 

are defined as: 

Real estate enterprise: building and cantrolling housing association; steering and 

responsibility based on building production, size of the (social} stock and the 

necessary financial result (financial continui,ty }; 

4 
VROM, 2005 

5 
Dohmen, 2008 

6 
Bobbe & Reimerink, 2006 
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Client focused corporation: the association steers and carries responsibility based on 

the degree of elient satisfaction; 

District directer: the association carries responsibility based on the degree of 

liveability, vitality, and value development within a district; 

Emancipation machine: the association aims for individual and/or collective 

empowerment of its clients for which it carries responsibility; 

Service corporation: the association spedalizes in the construction and control of 

social real estate (for education, care, prosperity, etc) and carries responsibility based 

on the degree in which this is reached . 

Narrow 
Realestale 

• Real Estale 
Enterprise 

Service 
• association 

Financial Economie 
yield 

eCiie t focused association 

• District directer 

Social yield 

FIGURE 3.2- ARCHETYPES HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS' 

Broad 
People 

Emancipation 
• machine 

Over the past few decades an increase in the size of housing associations occurred due to 

numerous mergers and vast production of new housing, which makes the housing 

associations increasingly powerful' in the development of housing in the Netherlands. In 

1990, 1,037 housing associations existed, after which their number decreased to 701 in 

2001, and currently reduced to 455 registered housing associations in 2008 8
. Combined, the 

Dutch housing associations have an estimated 28,000 employees and own 2.4 million 

dwellings in the Netherlands. This comes down to 35% of all dwellings 'in the Netherlands, 

which is the highest percentage within the European Union 9
. 98% of the dwellings in 

possession of the housing associations are within the rental limit as set by the law on rent 

benefit In 2007, the housing associations have invested €9.1 billion of which 28% was 

deemed unprofitable 10
. 

7 Bobbe & Reimerink, 2006 
8 

Ouwehand & van Daalen, 2002; Aedes, 2008 
9 Van der Veer & Schuiling, 2005 
10 

Aedes, 2008 
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Although housing associations currently receive littlt~ subsidy, they have an advantage over 

other developers. In addition totheir remaining governmental aid, which lies within project 

subsidy and/or reorganization subsidy from the Cen·:raal Fonds Volkshuisvesting (CFV), they 

can receive guaranties from the Waarborgfonds ~~ociale Woningbouw (WSW) to secure 

loans. These loans can be sealed with a lower interest percentage than customary, due to 

the financial backing of a separate organization. Fur1 hermore, the tax obligations of housing 

associations are nat equal to private parties, which s an important topic of debate, making 

them nat entirely privatized and giving them an unfa r advantage over private parties. 

AMSTERDAM 

--....._ 
FIGURE 3.3- HOUSING ASSOCIATION PROPERTY (BlACK) IN AMSTERDAM IN 2008 

11 

The housi,ng association situation in Amsterdam is unique in the Netherlands due to the 

enormous size and resulting power of its housing associations who are involved in any new 

development within the city. The share of the housing associations in the total housing stock 

in Amsterdam has grown rapidly after the Second World War, from 18% in 1950 to 55% in 

2002 (roughly 205,000 dwellings), which is much higher than the national share of 35% 12
. In 

addition, the housing associations account for almo~t 80% of all new housing (69% built for 

sale and 31% for low or affordable rent) in Amsterdam, which makes housing associations 

extremely powertul in the Amsterdam housing market13
. A logical deduction from this is that 

the number of dwellings the housing associations own in Amsterdam is higher than the 

number of households intheir focus area (the low income household). 

The size per housing association in Amsterdam has increased over the years, partly due to 

the natural growth of the nation's capital and par y due to numerous mergers between 

11 
AFWC, 2008 

12 Van der Veer & Schuiling, 2005; Conijn, 2005 
13 

Van der Veer & Schuiling, 2005 
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housing associations. In 1925, Amsterdam had 58 registered housing associations, while 

currently only 9 exist. To increase their influence even further, housing associations have 

united themselves under a federation, the Amsterdamse Federatie van Woningcorporaties 

(AFWC), which represents the housing associations in negotiations and handlings with the 

municipality of Amsterdam 14
. 

Every city district in Amsterdam has its share of social housing. Even in high status city 

districts (e.g. Oud-Zuid), the share is over 30%. The districts that were constructed after the 

Second World War (e.g. the Westelijke Tuinsteden, Amsterdam-Noord, Amsterdam

Zuidoost), have the highest percentages of social housing. This indicates that housing 

associations as a group have a property throughout Amsterdam and thus will always be a 

stakeholder in every type of development, urban and brownfield. The housing associations 

are the primary actars in the redevelopment of post-war neighbourhoods. The housing 

associations own approximately 80% of the housing stock in these areas, therefore having a 

stake in the area reaching far into the future 15
. 

Simultaneously, housing associations depend on local governments for affordable 

acquisition of land to build on (be it leasehold), a consensus in urban development plans 

(especially for redevelopment areas), and the assignment of numerous permits. The 

leasehold system in Amsterdam has been introduced in 1896, resulting in a strong influence 

that the municipality can exert on which housing types will be constructed and their 

location. A Policy Agreement on Housing (Beleidsovereenkomst Wonen Amsterdam) has 

been arranged, in addition to various covenants, between the municipality of Amsterdam, 

the tenants' association, and the housing associations. This increases the cooperation 

between all parties. The covenants cover housing allocation, citizens' participation, 

leasehold contracts in transformation areas, and the sale of social housing 16
. The 

responsibility of allocating houses has shifted from the municipality towards the Amsterdam 

housing associations, who combined have a nationwide internet page specifically for this 

purpose 17
. 

3.2 8ROWNFIELDS 

Now that housing associations have been appropriately introduced, brownfields will be 

elucidated. In a nutshell, brownfields are the legacy of more than a century of 

industrialization originating from the lndustrial Revolution. An exploratory research on 

brownfield definitions in Europe has discovered that, at the time the research took place, 

nat many countries had an official definition for brownfield's even though research had 

14 http://www.afwc.ni/ 
15 Van der Veer & Schuiling, 2005 
16 Municipality of Amsterdam et al., 2008 
17 http://www.woningnet.ni/ 
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already been conducted fora while concerning the characteristics of brownfields18
. The term 

brownfield originates as a counterpart of the widel'{ used greenfield and has crossed over 

from the UK to the Netherlands. lt denotes an area that has not previously been used for 

commercial or industrial activities and is presumed free of contamination. 

For this graduation project, the description of Alker et al. (2000) will be used. This definition 

is regarded as the most valuable as it summarizes previous existing definitions in UK and 

elaborates on US examples. 

'A brownfield site is any land or premises which hos previously been used or developed and 

is not currently fully in use, although it may be partlolly occupied or utilized. ft may also be 

vacant derelict or contaminated. Therefore a brownfield site is nat avoilobie for immediate 

use without intervention'19
• 

FIGURE 3.4- VISUAL DEFINITION OF A BROWNFIELD20 

The brownfield areas are abandoned, idle or underU!;ed due to the deindustrialization of the 

Western countries since the beginning of the 20th century, with a gradual increase of the 

number of jobs in the service industry for business and care (e.g. internet, telecom, banks, 

insurance, logistics, elderly homes) due to changin~: consumer demands and demographic 

aging, and a shift in the traditional production industry towards low wage production 

countries21
. Especially cities have been subjected to the processof deindustrialization of the 

last few decades22
• This decreased need for production industry also decreases the need for 

factories, thus rendering the brownfield areas. Less production also means less need for 

heavy transport, which means less need for harbou 1·s. Furthermore, the Dutch government 

has started cleaning its cities (e.g. moving polluti 1g factories and energy plants to the 

outskirts of the city) since the 1970s, emptying the public industrial sites and business parks. 

18 
Alker et al., 2000; Oliver et al., 2005; Yount, 2003 

19 Alker et al., 2000 
20 

Alker et al., 2000 
21 CBS, 2008 (1); CPB, 2004; CPB et al., 2006; NICIS, 2006; NI Dl, :~003 
22 

NICIS, 2006 
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Historically, these areas also housed the workers in the farmer factories, rail yards and 

dockyards. 

Dindustry 

• Energy 

DConstruction & RealEstale 

40% 
ocommercîal services 

0 Care sector 

~~~mm~mm~mm~mm~~mm~mm~mmm 

~q,<f' .... # .... ~"' .... #' "q,<f' '!-# '~-"'""' {"<f' n."'~ '1-<t"' 

FIGURE 3.5- SHARE OF EMPLOYMENT TYPE THROUGH THE YEARS 
23 

Examples of (farmer) brownfields in Amsterdam are the Oastergasfabriek and 

Westergasfabriek (coal-gas plants), Zeeburgereiland (industry and sewage and wastewater 

purification plant), the successful redevelopment of the Oostelijk Havengebied 24
, NDSM 

terrain (shipbuilding, repair and machine building, and currently home of the MTV 

headquarters), De Hallen in Amsterdam Oud-West, and the Zaandam brownfield site, the 

Hembrug terrain (munitions production facility of the Department of Defence) which has 

caught the attention of several Amsterdam housing associations. Most of these sites are 

used as a cultural drawing point during the redevelopment process. 

DEVELDPMENT RISK 

Brownfield sites were mainly overlooked by developers in favour of greenfields because of 

the high casts of remediating the properties, the high cast of upgrading the infrastructure, 

liability concerns, market conditions, and local resistance to redevelopment. Other issues of 

redeveloping brownfields are the significant risk, and the difficulty of estimating the extent, 

of the contamination 25
• Additionally, the existing buildings, the urban structure, and the 

environmental situation strongly determine the redevelopment options of brownfields. 

Furthermore, a realistic prediction of the ground remediation cast is very difficult, if nat 

impossible without far reaching information 26
. This prevents a clear overview of cast and 

thus creates uncertainty of profitability or break even. Project developers aften find 

contaminated sites less attractive, and value liability relief. Developers with prior 

contaminated site experience are very responsive to government subsidies, whereas 

inexperienced developers are more responsive to liability and regulatory relief 27
• 

23 CPB, 2004 
24 

Hoppenbrouwer & Louw, 2004 
25 

Eiser et al., 2007 
26 

Tedd et al., 2001 
27 

Alberini et al., 2005 
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Project developers have indicated that the quality of the soil, sub soil, and the possible 

migration of contaminants within and from the :;ite are very important in brownfield 

transformation 28
. The attractiveness and image of the site and the surrounding area, the 

number of owners of the site, as well as risk and liability aversion were additionally 

important. 

Depending on the starting condiHons of relocating c:urrent activities and the uncertainty of 

the needed level of sanitation, these brownfield tr;msformations have an average to high 

risk profile 29
. lt is important to note that nat all brownfields are suitable for housing 30

. 

WHY WOUlD YOU WANTTO REDEVELOP BROWNF/ELDS? 

The population of the Netherlands is expected to grow until the year 2038 to approximately 

17.5 million people, after which the popu,lation will ;tart to decline 31
. In the meantime, the 

remaining growth of the population will be concentrated in the main urban area of the 

Netherlands, the city agglomerate 'de Randstad', wl1ile provinces such as Zeeland, Limburg 

and Groningen will experience a decline in population 32
. The population of the nation's 

capita!, Amsterdam, is expected to increase the most by 11% (from 747,290 in 2008 to 

827,000 in 2030} compared toa national growth of only 3% 33
, making the city an interesting 

research setting. 

D ·• 

'li,.QOO '-'._CQO . .. _.,._ 
. ,..,..,. 

FIGURE 3.6- HOUSEHOLD GROWTH IN COROP AREAS UNTIL 2025"' 

Another important issue in the Netherlands is the decreasing average number of persons per 

household from 3.4 in 1970 to 2.3 in 2000. This number is expected to be even lower in the 

28 
Syms, 1999 ; Wedding & Crawford-Brown, 2007 

29 
VROM, 2006(1) 

30 
Syms, 1999 

31 
CBS (2), 2008; van Nimwegen & de Beer, 2006; van Dam et a '. , 2006 

32 
PBL & CBS, 2008 

33 Dienst onderzoek en statistiek gemeente Amsterdam, 2008 
34 

PBL & CBS, 2008 
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future, while the average square meters per dwelling will steadily increase, requmng a 

different setup of the housing stock 35
. This means with the number of inhabitants per city 

remaining equal, that t.he number of dwellings needed to provide for these people should 

increase. For example, the province of Noord-Brabant will nat increase in population much, 

but will increase with 110,000 households until 2025. In the Randstad the population will 

increase, thus requiring a lot more extra dwellings. The north eastern part of de Randstad, 

the region of Great Amsterdam and the province of Utrecht, will see the highest increase in 

dwellings, 90,000 and 100,000 respectively, with the city of Amsterdam itself seeing a 

growth of approximately 61,000 until 2030 36 
. The ma in expected growth in Amsterdam wil I 

take place in Zeeburg {21,000} and Amsterdam-Noord {11,000} 37
. 

The needed increase in dwellings indicates a serious development task. The role of the 

government in this development is to support and dictate development policy using of a mix 

of the following instruments: money, land, real estate, framework (law and regulation}, and 

knowledge (of development and distribution} 38
. Central and local governments, therefore, 

depend on other parties to aid them in the production, management, maintenance, and 

transformation of the, for the housing policy, relevant housing. The most important party in 

Amsterdam to aid the municipality in this development task is, due to its size, the 

Amsterdam housing association. 

The reason for brownfield redevelopment in Amsterdam is quite simple (and was the 

standard answer during interviews}: "they are the only Amsterdam areas left available for 

development". As the city wi lll grow, the brownfields will have to be redeveloped, there is 

little choice in the matter. The redevelopment of current housing districts is also done, but 

cannot fulfil the entire development task. 

Governmental projects for redeveloping potential urban brownfields have the tendency to 

be economically non-competitive. The traditional approach of brownfield redevelopment 

taken by local planners and economie developers attempts to get a lot of public acquisition 

as an incentive for private parties for specific pollution responses 39
. Currently, more 

companies arise who have the ambition to cleanup these brownfields. Although the massive 

publicity about some programs insinuates that thousands of brownfields are being cleaned 

up, only 8-20% of the total program is cleaned up for public use 40
. The majority of the areas 

are redeveloped by land owners who want to avoid future liability by participating in these 

state programs. 

35 
Kuilberg et al., 2006 

36 
PBL & CBS, 2008; CBS (2), 2008 

37 Dienst onderzoek en statistiek gemeente Amsterdam, 2008 
38 

VROM, 2009 
39 

Meyer & Lyons, 2000 
40 

BCI, 2008 
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Authorities want to clean up brownfields because of the darnaging effect on the 

environment and especially the groundwater. As the government has planned to invest €660 

million in ground sanitation in the next 5 years, much can be achieved 41
. With the money, all 

places with ground pollution should be sanitized by 2015. Furthermore, the munieipality has 

indicated that it would Hke to support the redevelopment process during the current 

financial crisis through intelligent use of leasehol'd contracts and price of building land 42
, 

thus increasing the potential for the redevelopment of brownfields. In addition, the 

redevelopment of brownfields will provide an economie impulse for the area 43
. 

A good idea of the social structure of the site and the social importance of certain objects in 

the brownfield can support the transformation process. The historie culture can even 

empower a transformation and add more value 44
. Redeveloping brownfields increases the 

value of surrounding real estate and ultimately increases the investment interest of outside 

parties45
. Brownfield redevelopment is now seen as a sustainable land use strategy. 

FIGURE 3.7- THE STAGES OF VALUE DEVELOPMENT OF BUSINESS SITES •• 

8ROWNFIELD REDEVELOPMENT 

The redevelopment of a brownfield is a project that covers a large area and thus will always 

be a farm of area development. Area development (gebiedsontwikkeling) in the Netherlands 

was first coined by the Ministry of Housing, Spatial planning and the Environment in 2006 47
. 

The term is a combination of two previously used terms, namely development planning 

(ontwikkelingsplanologie) and admittance planning (toelatingsplanologie), and deals with 

41 
Cobouw (11-7-2009) 

41 
J.J.D Hagendoorn at the spring congres of the associations of municipal development companies, 22-4-2009 

43 Alberini et al. 2005 
44 VROM, 2007 
45 

Adair et al., 2004 
46 Van Leent, 2006 
47 

VROM et al., 2006(2) 
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infrastructure, working, recreation, commerce, living, nature and water development, and 

the economie vitality of areas48
. The types of area development are city centre plans, urban 

area redevelopment, urban area transformation, new housing development, business sites, 

and inter-regional area development49
• 

Since the en ding of the last new housing development of the VIN EX- projects, the attention 

of the government has shifted towards urban area redevelopment. This shift also changes 

the characteristic of the development task 50
. The projects are increasingly complicated, as 

more actars and stakeholders present themselves, multiple ground owners, remediation of 

polluted land, long project times, increasing influence of national and international rules and 

regulations, the difficult construction process, increasing construction cast, and the intended 

integral development. These aspects lead to higher casts and langer development times. The 

pressure on the feasibility studies {ground exploitation), in which all direct casts and 

revenues of the development are included, is therefore increasing 51
. 

The redevelopment of brownfields always needs a clear function change in the municipal 

development plan from non-housing towards housing, making it an urban area 

transformation or brownfield transformation in this case. Business sites, industrial sites, and 

harbours are transformed to multifunctional urban areas, usually oriented on housing and 

shopping concepts combined with social functions {schools, court of justice) 52
. 

The phases of area development have been documented by various authors. The general 

phases are the initiative phase, plan development {or feasibility) phase, plan realization 

phase, and control phase. Same authors provide an evaluation phase for impravement 

purposes as well as an idea phase befare the initiative phase where the basic decision that 

the project or area is interesting enough to be investigated is made 53
. The end products of 

each phase are intention agreement {initiative phase), realisation agreement {plan 

development or feasibility phase), and an exploitation-control agreement {realisation phase) 
54

. Area development goes through a funnel with each step it takes getting more specific. 

Each type of area development goes through this funnel, although the time spent in each 

phase varies. 

48 
Adviescommissie Gebiedsontwikkeling, 2005 

49 
VROM et al., 2006 

50 De Zeeuw, 2007 
51 Buitelaar et al., 2008 
52 

VROM et al., 2006 
53 Bult-Spiering, 2004 
54 

VROM et al., 2006 
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FIGURE 3.8- THE GENERAL AREA DEVELOPMENT FUNNEL" 

3.3 DEC/SION MAKJNG 

The precondition of decision making is that the information provided is unambiguous and 

exhaustive and is provided by the right party 56
. The decision should be thorough and 

exhaustive, at the right moment in the development process, by the right party. An 

important aspect of decision making is communication, specifically information transfer and 

information processing. 

A decision is made when input, rules and regulations, and the conditions and context of the 

decision fall together. The rules and regulations in the situation of brownfield transformation 

are set by the levels of governments and the European Union. The input is any information 

required to make the decision (e.g. location specific information, decision documents). 

Frequently in brownfield transformation, at the time of the decision making moment, notall 

information concerning the decision field is available which makes the decision making 

rather difficult. The conditions and context are set by the decision making party, in this case 

the housing associations, as well as all involved stakeholders by means of pressure or 

preference. This includes their overall strategy, objectives and goals concerning operations 

in general and brownfield specific. The output is obviously the decision57
. This view on 

decision making fits brownfield transformation as the mayor decisions are made at the end 

of every development phase to go onto the next by a decision maker. 

55 
VROM et al., 2006 

56 
Maas & van Eekelen, 2004 

57 
Santarek et al., 1998 
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Input: 
Variables and values 

FIGURE 3.9 - DE CISION MAKING" 

Rules and reguiatien 

Decision making 
moment 

Conditions and context 

Output: 
Development decision 

~ 

lnfluence on the development, certainty of information, and the level of investment varies 

throughout the project, making proper decision making in each phase extremely important. 

Anything is possible at the start of a project and influence on the end result is the highest at 

the start. Little investment has been done and plans are still abstract, t herefore the cast of 

changing the plan is low, however, the certainty of the end result is also low. During the 

project, decisions are made which are connected to investments. Due tothese decisions and 

investments, the level of influence reduces and the certainty of the end result increases, as 

well as the cast of change. This correlation is presented in Figure 3.10 and 3.10_ The 

certainty level and the investment level are similar, with the investment level following the 

certainty level 59
. The same can be said of the decision space and the level of information 

available, with the decision space decreasing over time and the information available 

increasing over time 60
. Th is means that decision making on brownfield transformations 

starts at the abstract level, getting increasingly specific, thus requiring more detailed 

information and thorough studies with each development step. 

Generally, decisions should be reached in a clear, concise and transparent manner to reduce 

bias in contaminated land development_ The decision process should also be balanced and 

systematic, and founded on the principlesof precision and inclusive decision making61
. 

58 
Santareket al., 1998 

59 
Gehner, 2003 

60 Maas & van Eekelen, 2004 
61 Bardos et al. 2002 
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The cast of changing (time or money) the design during the development process increases 

as the project goes through the various phases 63
. tt is ttherefore important to make the 

correct decisions basedon reliable information in the earlier phases of the development. 
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FIGURE 3.11- THE TRADITIONALCOSTOF CHANGE CURVE 64 

3.4 DIAGNOSIS 

This section has shown that, now and in the future, Amsterdam housing associations as a 

group are destined to be active in the transformation of brownfields. The expected growth 

in dwellings of Amsterdam, the current percentage of new dwellings built by housing 

associations in Amsterdam, and the scarcity of greenfieldsin Amsterdam basically guarantee 

this. 

62 
Gehner, 2003 

63 
Maas & van Eekelen, 2004 

64 
Boehm, 1976 
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The basic framework of the decision making and motives of the housing associations have 

been put forward in this section. The information to say something constructive on the 

decision making of housing associations in brownfield transformation, however, is lacking. 

When looking at the decision making process in Figure 3.9, the rules and regulations and the 

output of the decision making moment wil l roughly remain the same while the input 

changes per project. The information regarding the context and the conditions as well as the 

souree and content of the input for the decision are imperative to determine the decision 

making process of the housing associations and, therefore, shou ~d be discovered through 

interviews. The context encompasses many aspects, for example, the experience of the 

decision maker, the strategy of the housing association, decision making procedures, 

development preferences, and the financial means of the housing association. Each housing 

association will be queried whether they have set decision making procedures and whether 

these can be obtained to increase the insight in the decision making process. 

Not all housing associations may be active in the brownfield transformation, thus the growth 

strategy {e.g. size, location, development type} and the stance towards brownfield 

transformation should be researched to indicate which housing associations will be the 

involved parties. lf the housing association is involved, the person through whom the 

housing association will become involved with brownfield transformation and the person 

who is the decision maker are important factors. This indicates for whom a process 

impravement will be developed at the end of this graduation project as well as the context 

in which decisions are made. 

The questionnaire will have to treat the decision making process and other decision support 

methods of housing associations in brownfield transformation to gain insight in the most 

important aspects of the process and the promising areas of process enhancement. As 

various housing association archetypes exist, it is interesting to see whether there are 

differences between the approaches to brownfield transformation per archetype. 

Finally, important aspects surrounding brownfield decision making will have to be 

substantiated to provide more context behind the decision making process. This relates to 

the, by literature and general interviews, determined important aspects in brownfield 

transformation. Two versions were created to determine whether an aspect is a decision 

enhancement or a sheer necessity in the decision to participate in the transformation . 

These are all topics that can only be answered by the Amsterdam housing associations 

themselves. Section 4 will provide the necessary information and go further into answering 

the question "what is the decision making process of Amsterdam housing associations 
during the redevelopment of brownfields in Amsterdam?" 
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ECTIDN T, COLLECTIDN AND E UL T 

Section 3 has explored the research framework through a literature study and has lead to 

the formulation of an information lack on the context and the conditions of decision making 

by housing associations, to be obtained through interviews. This section will provide this 

information which willlead toa diagnosis and the conclusion inSection 5. 

4.1 INTERVIEW PREPARAT/ON 

The interviews should be conducted with persons who are the decision makers or at least 

are involved in the early phases of the decision making processof brownfield transformatiron 

and thus know enough about the decision making process and procedures to make an useful 

contribution. The importance of this distinction is to guarantee the reliability of the answers 

and the fammarity with the research topic. The sought after job functions are general 

management, area developers, and project developers. Considering the importance of the 

municipality in the brownfield transformation process, a municipal project manager has 

been interviewed. 

Han van Diepen (Director of Delta Forte, delegated developer of Rochdale) sent his response 

through mail stating that their experience with brownfields is minimal due to the leasehold 

structure of Amsterdam. The municipality of Amsterdam remediates the brownfields mainly 

by itself, thus offering greenfields to the housing associations. lf any opportunity of 

brownfield transformation would present itself in the future, Delta Forte (and its housing 

associations) would pursue strategie alliances to manage unfamiliar matters. 

lnterviewees: 

Yorick Meefout (Area developer for Stadgenoot) 

Eric Nagengast (Project developer for Principaal, delegated developer for De Key) 

Frank Bijdendijlk (Director of Stadgenoot) 

Rob Hoogeveen (Area developer for de Alliantie Amsterdam) 

Pim Hogenboom (Manager strategy for Eigen Haard) 

dr. ir. Marice de Lange (Project manager for brownfield transformation site 

Zeeburgereiland and IJ burg for the municipality of Amsterdam) 

Th is represents a sample size of 67% (or 83% including thee-mail response). 

QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT 

The questionnaire topics have been selected using the diagnosis found in Section 3. The 

information needed has been translated to several open questions on each topic through a 

small literature study of each topic. The interviews have been conducted with experts in 

brownfield transformations and Amsterdam housing associations for their subject 

knowledge and unique viewpoint to further develop the questionnaire. 
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The discussed topics are their current position and future strategy, archetypes, development 

interest, approach, and involvement, development motives and obstacles, the deelsion 

making process and procedures, and the use of decision support tools. 

The questionnaire treats Decision support tools (DSTs) which is the area of the information 

systems (IS) discipline that is focused on supporting and improving semi-structured 

managerial decision-making 65
. Deelsion support is "the assistance for, substantiation and 

corroboration of, an act or result of deciding; typically this deciding will be a determination 

of an optima! orbest approach"66
. Throughout the last thirty years, the approach to decision 

making in contaminated sites has progressed from largely cost-based approaches of the mid-

1970s, to studying technology feasibility in the mid-1980s, to risk-based assessment 

approach in the mid-1990s, totherecent need for 'socially-robust' environmental decisions 

within a context of sustainable development in the deelsion support process67
. 

The questionnaire additionally treats GIS, a widely known technology that stores information 

assigned to a specific spatlal location annotated by x, y, and z coordinates of l'ongitude, 

latitude, and elevation. 

During each interview, it was inquired if the development procedures of each housing 

association could be available for this graduation project. The development procedures of 

Stadgenoot, Delta Forte (Rochdal:e), and Eigen Haard were subsequently received. 

Finally, the questionnaire has been tested on two non Amsterdam housing associations 

involved in brownfield transformation to ensure that the interviews are exhaustive and 

complete. The Dutch questionnaire can be found in Appendix C. 

4 .2/NTERVIEW RESULTS 

The results of the interviews are sorted per topic. After the results are provided, a diagnosis 

of the situations is provided. 

Municipality 

The municipality wants to play an active ground policy. In the optima! situation, the 

municipality would like to purchase the brownfield, control the remediation process, and 

make a public tender for the gmunds using leasehold. This methad enables the municipality 

to control the process and retain gr·ip on the eventual outcome of the transformation as well 

asthelevel of sanitation of the land. For the housing associations, as mentioned before, this 

would re sult in greenfield or area development for housing associations. 

65 
Arnott & Pervan, 2005 

66 
Bardos et al. 2002 

67 Pollard et al. 2004 
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I 

The urban area development plan and the issuing of building permits grants the municipality 

additional steering power to the development process. Finally, the municipality has 

formu lated clear goals, objectives, and ambitions in their structure vision as an indieation of 

the development future of Amsterdam68
. 

The municipality plays an important role through their frequent use of leasehold and their 

spatial development plans. Housing associations, as natural discussion partners of the 

municipality, will always be consulted and involved in new developments, even befare any 

public announcement by the municipality. A good cooperation with the munieipality is 

necessary, otherwise the development process will nat go well. Furthermore, the strategie 

partnering with commercial parties in the transformation process is crucial, due to the 

specific knowledge needed. 

Housing associations 

CURRENT POSITION AND FUTURE STRATEGY 

All housing associations have the intention of expanding their size with the growth of the 

city. This intention is recorded in covenants, who are negotiated by the AFWC, thus making 

this an expansion agreement. The housing associations make agreements with the 

munieipality to build a certain number of social and market houses per year, resulting in an 

expected growth in assets of the housing associations69
. 

The strategie choice of growing in size also has to do with retaining the ability to influence 

processes ar at least be invited by the municipality. Housing associations have al ready begun 

procuring strategie locations such as the NDSM terrain, Stork terrain, parts in the Eastern 

port area, and potentially Hembrug to increase their influence. 

TABEL 4.1- ESTIMATEO CURRENT AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT RATlOS 
~ -·--~~ HA4 HA4. HAl I-lAl HA2 I-lAl' HA3' HA3 I 

:now future · . .now · fut"ure now ,ft,~t~r.e. J:IQW fu·~~.r~-
--- -- - --~ ---

Redevelopment 30 Less 25 Less 30 Focus 21.5 Same 
own assets 

Redevelopment 20 Less 25 Less 30 Focus 21.5 Same 
other 

Greenfield 30 More 25 More 20 Same 15 Less 

Brownfield 20 More 25 More 20 Same 27.5 More 

Within the interviews, the housing associations estimated that brownfield and greenfield 

developments would increase in the future. Greenfield transformation includes the areas 

remediated by the munieipality. 

68 http://www.dro.amsterdam.nl/wat doen wii/metropoolstrategle/structuurvisie/de pi!lers/3 de piliers 
69 AFWC and municipality of Amsterdam, 2006 
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One housing association would like to develop within the eentres of cities within a SOkm 

radius around Amsterdam. Two housing associations focus on specific areas within 

Amsterdam, preferably near current assets. The last has a main focus on the Amsterdam 

area within the ring. All pursue a specific strategy and will always pursue unique and 

interesting projects within Amsterdam. For those housing associations interested in 

expanding beyond the city limits of Amsterdam (such as Almere, Purmerend, Amstelveen, 

Haarlemmermeer, and Zaanstad), developments would be within the urban centre of the 

mayor cities or around current assets within those cities. 

According to the interviewees, all cities want to attract the creative industry as that is what 

makes cities hip, attractive, and in demand, which increases the area in value. This value 

development is important for all. The development of value can come about through 

increasing liveability, adding social real estate, attracting the creative industry, attracting 

commercial activities, etc. The main objective of developing near current assets is value 

development through increasing the quality of the area (e.g. through social real estate or 

high quality housing). 

All housing associations compete with each other, but at the same time work closely 

tagether in large development projects such as Key West and IJburg and indicated that the 

transformation of brownfields will always be done with at least two collaborating housing 

associations. A paraphrased quote from one of the interviews on this topic: 

"the Amsterdam housing associations increasingly come tagether as we all learn from each 

other by looking at and collaborating with each other in the large urban redevelopment 

projects. Furthermore, we desire relatively the same things and need the same information. I 

would not be surprised if more mergers would come a bout in the future ... " 

ARCHETYPES 

All housing associations have started as the classic real estate enterprise and, although every 

association through a different path, are currently going through a shift towards the low 

right social and people oriented quadrant. This has mainly been caused by the addition of 

responsibilities, and thus possibilities, of the Bbsh in the form of value development through 

increasing the social and general quality of the area. 

lt has to be said that boxing the archetypes does not provide great insight into the 

differences in the activities of the housing associations, as they are all heading into the sa me 

direction, as wellas the lack of insight in the interna I processes. A very important condusion 

can be drawn here that the housing associations are all interested in value development 

while making the areas more liveable (social and people) by actively using area 

management. 
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FIGURE 4.1- ARCHETYPES HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS (BOBBE & REIMERINK, 2006) 

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH AND INVOLVEMENT 

The most important aspect in the involvement process is the interwovenness of the housing 

associations in the municipality, people, and businesses. The information of potential new 

developments will come trom either of these sourees or, of course, trom their own 

employees. The housing associations obtain information in an early stage on any 

development that might occur in the city. When the housing associations learn of any 

development, they then search, ad hoc, for information regarding the development. This 

takes place through sourees within the organization (data already available) and sourees 

outside the organization. This stresstul period of data collecting, feasibility studiesbasedon 

the collected data and decision making is deemed "unhandy", "unpractical", and 

"unprofessional". 

The channels of involvement in developments enter the organization through all layers, 

although some are better suited for it. lnformation through the director, because of his great 

network and good name, remains important. The area developers and managers are also 

very important in this process as they visit the neighbourhoods a lot as well as the 

municipality. Another example is the employment of realtors to search for real estate. 

Important information wi'll always find its way to important people. 

All types of involvement timing in the transformation process occur, but housing 

associations prefer either the public tender or to be involved befare the announcement of 

the municipality, with the farmer being the most common. The decisions usually are made 

as a trade-off between the risk involved, the potential of the area, and the presence of own 

assets in the vicinity. The housing associations will want to obtain real estate or land befare 
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the developments are made public, because it provides the most potential for profit. But as 

always, it depends on the situation. A consequence of the in the Bbsh written rule that 

housing associations are nat allowed to speculate, the planning horizon of the housing 

associations are related to the plans of the municipality. lf there is no notion of future 

housing development, the housing associations cannot acquire areas. 

DEVELOPMENT MOTIVES AND OBSTAC/..ES 

A small survey indicates the main motives and obstacles of housing associations in the 

development of brownfields where they could rate the individual motives from 1 to 5 {1 

being unimportant and 5 being crucial}. 

TABLE 4.2- RESULTS OF THE BT ENHANCERS SURVEY 

Question description HA#l HA#2 HA#3 HA#4 AVG 

BT enhancers (non important 1- crucial 5) 

Beneficia! to the city 5 4 5 5 4 3/4 

Possibility to house target group 4 4 4 5 41/4 

Possibility to increase volume 3 5 3 5 4 

Possibility to increase value within the area (assets) 3 3 5 5 4 

Possibility to increase va l'ue around the area (assets) 
I 

4 3 5 4 4 

~mbition or prestige 3 3 3 3 3 

Development of strategie importance 
I 

3 4 3 4 3 1/2 

Potential to make money 2 2 5 1 2 1/2 

Location within focus area 
I 

5 5 5 4 4 3/4 

Other brownfields in the neighbourhood 2 1 1 3 13~ 
Possibility to obtain ground (non leasehold) 3 4 4 4 3 3/4 

Future potential of the area 4 4 4 4 4 

Table 4.2 indicates the importance of value development in and around the proposed area 

for all parties {incl. non housing association} and the set strategy {target group, focus area, 

and growth}, which underwrites the aforementioned evolution of the housing associations 

towards social yield/broad people quadrant. Financial gain is of lesser importance to all but 

one housing association, although profitability is still crucial as can be seen in Table 4.3. The 

housing associations did nat indicate that they missed certain motives. 

The most important obstacles are "stench pollution" {4.5}, "no possibilities of housing target 

groups" {4.25}, and "little or no influence in the decision making process" {4.25}. The least 

important obstacles are "leasehold" {1.25}, "bad image of the location" {2.25}, "location nat 

within focus area" {2.5}, and "present monuments" {2.75}. The "location nat within focus 

area" was marked 5 by one housing association. This indicates the difference in the 

expansion drift between the housing associations. 
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TABEL 4.3- RESULTS OF THE BT OBStACLES SURVEY 

Questlon descrlptlon HA#l HA#2 HA#3 HA#4 AVG 
BT obstacles (no obstacle 1 - show stopper) 

S<? il pollution 4 3 4 3 3 1/2 
Stench po llution 5 4 5 4 4 1/2 
Noise pollution 3 3 4 4 3 1/2 
Decay of present real estate I 3 3 3 3 3 

Present monuments 3 4 1 3 2 3/4 
Bad image of location 2 3 1 3 2 1/4 
Location not within focus area 2 2 1 5 21/2 
Unprofitable development 4 4 3 4 3 3/4 
Not beneficia! to the city 3 3 5 5 4 
No possibilities of housing target groups 4 5 3 5 41/4 
No added value development surroundings 3 3 3 5 3 1/2 
Bad reach ability 4 4 3 4 3 3/4 
No property in the area 3 4 3 5 3 3/4 
Leasehold 1 1 2 1 11/2 
little jnfluence in the decision making 4 5 5 3 41/4 

DECIS/ON MAKJNG PROCESS AND USE OF DECIS/ON SUPPORT TOOLS (DSTs) 

The housing associations are supported in their decision making through decision 

documents, development procedures, decision support programs, and general policy and 

development strategy. The general policy and1 development strategy relates to where, what, 

how, and for who the housing associations will develop real estate. The decision documents 

provide all necessary information needed to make a sound decision and are part of the 

standard procedures the housing associations have set up for any development. None of the 

housing associations have developed a specific brownfield transformation procedure or 

specific brownfield transformation decision support tools. They consider the transformations 

to be deal't with using the normal procedures and support. 

The decision makers in the early phases of brownfield transformation are the board of 

directars of the housing associations. Now, the housing associations are increasingly using 

area developers, which includes distribuü ng some level of decision power. This requires 

more control over thek decision making, making a proper information flow and structure 

important. The area or project developer can currently make decisions without managerial 

consent if the project is within a set budget. As brownfield transformations are 

predominantly expensive, the board of directars will always be the decisive party. 

The area manager or project/area developer is responsible for the creation of the decision 

documents and providing support for the decisions. The area manager in this case is 

someone who manages a specific area and will be more involved in the earlier construction 

phases, while the area developer manages the construction process of specific projects. 

Eventually, the project is passed through the organization towards specialized departments. 

Same housing associations have a delegated project developer for this purpose. 
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Decision making procedures prevent area or project developers from forgetting important 

information or steps in their decision making process by requesting end products in each 

phase or requesting to gather specific information to be entered in a decision support tooi. 

Gathering information is done manually by checking databases or investigating the 

neighbourhood through different external channels. After each step, the decisions get more 

specific and the information and cost of the plan becomes less abstract. Risk and future 

investments, such as ground sanitation, are something that is used at the negotiation table. 

Decision making procedures also indicate those responsible for a decision and those that 

have to be involved. The importance of a clear structure is stressed as an important part of a 

decision making process. Other decision support is the use of feasibility studies. 

The activities within the area development are generally related to gaining insight into what 

the housing association will be dealing with during the development process, what the to be 

overcome expected problems area, the plan development, the feasibility of the project 

considering all aforementioned aspects, and finally the development approach. Each phase 

goes further into each of these aspects, with each phase becoming more detailed. This can 

be summarized into the What, When, Why, Effect, and How - questions. The requirements 

forthese questions are the availability of information, the ability to process this information, 

and the availability to use this information to determine project success. 

The decision making processes and procedures all go through roughly the same phases, only 

with different names. The current procedures and decision support tools are project 

development based but are slowly changing into those for area development. Some 

procedures thus require a fui'l update, while others are almast ready. The housing 

associations are investigating their own decision making and are making enhancements. One 

housing association, however, indicated that it will not change its decision procedures 

towards an area development approach, rather adapting their current procedures towards 

an area devel'opment if required on a project to project basis. 

The main groups of input in each phase are spatial analysis, spatial task, market analysis, 

occupant survey, urbanistic plan, construction plan, renovation plan, social project/district 

approach, social real estate, BOG, reaccomedation/social plan, participation, area 

exploitation, and planning. The input is generated by several departments in the housing 

association and overseen and managed by the project developer or area developer (differs 

between situations and housing associations}. A more detailed overview with the specifics 

per phase can be found in Appendix E. 

The rules and regulations are those of the various levels of government, including covenants 

between the AFWC and the municipallity and the rules and regulations of the municipality in 

their PLABERUM of which the permitscan be found in Appendix D. 
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The conditions and context lays with the decision maker and the housing association itself. 

The experience of the decision maker influences the decision in addition to the development 

strategy and multiple year plans of the housing association. 

__ , __ 
..... ./' ..... 

FIGURE 4.2- VISIO OF THE DECISION DOCUMENTSPER PHASE 

1-
/ 

l 

The housing associations determine the financial feasibility through a decision support tools 

they have developed through the years, their ground (or area) exploitation model, with 

some of them interwoven in the main financial processes by means of reserving funds or 

planning investments. Most of the casts will be estimated using standard values and the 

total depends on the proposed composition of the project plan. Nat all exploitation models 

are suited for entire areas and, therefore, need to divide the area into separate projects and 

thus are toa laborious. The change towards an area model is sarnething which is needed and 

which is sarnething the housing associations are developing, some more than others. In the 

same way as the procedures, the decision support tools become less abstract aftereach step 

and more options arise. 

The potentiall for decision support tools in the negotiation phase has been explored by a 

housing association through a ground exploitation model that could be altered in real time 

and could provide expected casts for each party. The tooi could calculate casts and visualize 

the development. The model indicates that a lot can be won while cooperating in an early 

stage and very open. However, the successof all tools lies in the amount of faith one has in 

the outcome of the tooi, faith that nat external parties do nat always have. Companies such 

as Adecs and Reasult (Reaforce) supply these programs. 

lt was mentioned that the information gathering could be better supported, as well as the 

processing of this information of which the latter is the most important. lt would be ideal 

when the decision support tools would suit the area development needs. One housing 

association uses an automated DST to automatically disperse requests for information for 
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the decision document in each phase, with the responsible person to be added in the DST. lt 

automatically updates the decision documents and important decision mak,ing moments. 

Furthermore, the housing associations use maps to determine the location of the proposed 

development relative totheir own property, sametimes generated using GIS. The analysis of 

their own property, sametimes using GIS, related to value development and position 

strategy is one of the activities the housing associations pursue to gain competitive 

advantage. In most cases, Microsoft Excellike programs are used to store collected data. The 

potential of GIS is being explored by the housing associations by, for example, exploring 

which characteristics cause a value increase in neighbourhoods. The housing associations 

send their asset data to the AFWC which returns it in a GIS format. GIS has great potential as 

it connects data to an area, which can be very useful in an area development and area 

management approach . Analyses can be performed on current assets, as well as 

development analyses on potential projects. 

Naturally, experience ,in development and gut feeling will support the decision maker in his 

decision, as well as undocumented knowledge of third parties (e.g. political, civilian) whom 

provided crucial information on the potential development. Th is i,nformation is unlikely to be 

added to the decision documents, but is still very significant. 

HINDRANCE LIMITAT/ON 

Brownfield sites can have some annovances such as factories that are still in operation or 

hindrance from outside the site (for example a bad smell from a factory in the 

neighbourhood). Housing associations have indicated they are willing to relocate these 

inconvenient activities, as long as it is financially feasible. Bigger entities are usually removed 

through lobbying with the municipality or other farms of government. 

Although seemingly unimportant for this research project, this indicates the need for a 

thorough investigation of the current ownership on sites as well as potential risks in the 

neighbourhood within the decision making process. This is usually done manually and has 

the potential to be digitized. 

4.3 NEED FOR EXTRA DATA COLLECTION REGARDING DECIS/ON SUPPORTTOOLS 

The interviews have generated important information concerning the decision making and 

the decision making procedures in brownfield transformation of the Amsterdam housing 

associations. As an extra important souree of information, the decision making procedures of 

three housing associations have been received. 

The development of area development decision support tools is an important notion for this 

graduation project as the housing associations have explicitly stated that they experienced 

inconvenience with the current decision support tools, indicating the possibility of a process 
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impravement in that department Finally, the potential use of GIS for area development is 

explored, which should be considered when developing a decision support tooi. 

For this research project, an opportunity lies in the development of a decision support tooi 

for brownfield transformation, based on the decision making procedures and current 

decision support tools of area development and project development. The follow up 

interviews with housing associations should determi,ne if area decision support tools are 

actually needed, the current use of GIS and DST by the housing associations, what the 

potential use of GIS would be for area development, what a decision support tooi would 

minimally have to support and what appreciated extra functions would be, what important 

aspects should be considered in the development of a decision support tooi, and the 

willingness to share information with other housing associations. 

4.4 FOLLOW UP INTERVIEWS 

The interviews already held contain much relevant information regarding the goals and 

strategy of Amsterdam housing associations. Follow up interviews were held with decision 

support representatives (users) of the housing associations and supporting parties. 

Furthermore, two potential facilitating parties in the creation, use and gathering of GIS and 

DST were interviewed on their intention and willingness to facilitate, as well astheir view on 

GIS and DST for future use. 

The interviews have been held with four housing associations, the AFWC and Aedes: 

Maarten Georgius (Project manager for Aedes) 

Jeroen van der Veer (Policy adviser for AFWC, responsible for research and 

information, regional housing market, housing stock, and technica! management) 

llse Lamers (Area developer for Eigen Haard) 

Muriël Hendrikse (Senior projectmanager for Delta Forte, delegated developer of 

Rochdale) 

Yorick Meefout (Area developer for Stadgenoot) 

Eric Nagengast (Project developer for Principaal, delegated developer for De Key) 

The goal of the follow up interviews is to determine if area decision support tools are 

actually needed, what the potential1 use of GIS would be for area development, what a 

decision support tooi would minimally have to support and what would be appreciated extra 

functions. Furthermore, what important aspects should be considered in the development of 

a decision support tooi. The simple size was once again 67%. 

Need for decision support and requirements 

All housing associations have indicated that they indeed require area development decision 

support tools . The specific functions of these to be developed tools varied. The housing 

associations feel that GIS based DST are more interesting for area developers, area 
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managers, and strategie managers than for project developers, thus the future DST user will 

be one of the farmer. This type of DST user mainly acts in the early phases when it is 

important to keep an eye on the proposed advantages and the financial casts involved. lf it 

cast more (time, money, effort) than it produces, it is destined to fail. 

The potential use of GIS is nat apparent to the interviewed persons as the future possibilities 

were unclear to them. The interviewed persons have dealt with GIS in their studies, mainly 

basing their vision of the possibilities of GIS on that knowledge. When presented with 

examples of the potential use of GIS, aU were interested. lf GIS based DSTs would aid the 

decision making, focused on easing and speeding up deci'sion making, all would be willing to 

invest and adopt. The DST is nat expected to make the decision for the decision maker, but 

to provide information to base the decision on . 

One of the frequently developed uses of GIS is todetermine the optimal future development 

location. This function is nat interesting for the Amsterdam housing associations, at least nat 

for brownfield transformation or inner city development. Amsterdam has few location 

available for development, thus availability greatly outweighs preference. 

The main demands and wishes if such a system were to be implemented as indicated by the 

interviewees: 

lt needs a specific (financial) benefit to implement it 

Location specific data should bestared and available for manipulation 

The information input has to be of equal or higher quality than currently available 

lt should be user-friendly 

o You need to have confidence in the model 

o You need to have an understanding of how it works (transparency) 

o Provide a simp Ie and clear presentation of the options available (ease of use) 

lt should work with current systems 

o The output should be able to correspond with other systems 

lt should be updated with important standards as well as norms and global 

Amsterdam data. 

lt was stressed that the DST should be transparent, as the confidence in the correctness and 

positive expected effect of the decision should be high, otherwise the added value of a DST 

is lost. lf a decision maker does nat know how information is generated, he might nat use 

the information to support his decision. 

The functional demands varied, as mentioned, and are grouped to indicate the wide variety 

of wishes. For location representation and analysis support befare the plan development, it 

should be able to: 
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show the current state of the area, e.g. objects {#houses, m2 of social and 

commercial real estate), ground type {incl. pollution), underground structure {e.g. 

sewage), urban area development plan, municipal structure vision, ownership 

representation, environment around the area, e.g. inthefarm of facilities, hindrance 

circles {sound, smell, pollution) 

show the housing association strategie plan of the area and its environment 

provide a 30 visualization of the area and its proposed development 

show results from surveys {stakeholder a na lysis) 

For plan development purposes, the DST should be able to: 

start on an abstract level and get more detailed {general to specific) to fit the 

requirements of each area development phase 

be adjustable in each phase {data manipulation) 

provide a financial estimation based on proposed development {cast and revenue), 

thus an area exploitation model 

show the effect on value development {including assets of the entire area), 

stakeholder satisfaction {resistance), and environment 

show attention areas that potentially cause problems in future activities {e.g. 

resulting from pollution or conflicting activities in the urban development plan) 

model alternative development options and show its development effects {compare) 

take strategy and future plans into account 

For organizational planning, the DST should be able to: 

support the planning process {e.g. phasing, coordination, process management, 

spatial planning, financial planning) 

should be used in the negotiation process 

For area management purposes, the DST should be able to: 

show value development through the years 

support area analysis projects {data services) 

Current use of GIS and future collaboration 

The current use of DST has been discussed in the main interviews. The current use of GIS by 

two interviewed housing associations is that of a souree of location specific information to 

map and analyse assets for the purpose of determining the aspects of value development, 

asset management {including strategy), site data projecting, and visualization. The most 

important function of GIS is to store location specific data. One housing association has 

started to predict value development when trying to determine where to place sport 

facilities. However, two of the interviewed housing associations do nat have the facilities or 

employees to make use of GIS. 
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Sharing GIS data is something the housing associations already do through the AFWC and are 

all willing to continue to share general data in the future. Strategie or otherwise important 

data (demolition plans, future plans, own value estimations, own data in general) is sensitive 

information and, thus, should be added manually by the housing associations or should be 

added to private models based on the GIS infrastructure. 

Sharing own decision support systems is sarnething that would be beneficia! in the future 

with partners in the same area development. This would enhance the cooperation and 

sharing of information, as all decision are made on the same information. 

Aedes and AFWC 

The AFWC gathers, among others, data of the assets of all housing associations, combines it 

and returns the full data set is GIS format: to all housing associations. Via contract, the 

municipality then provides them with addresses of Amsterdam to conneet the data of all 

houses to the addresses. The data coUected and added to the data set is related tosale value 

of housing and all their features, the number of persons per dwelling, the size per dwelling, 

earlier residencies, data of occupant satisfaction surveys, crime surveys, etc. The update 

cycle currently is set to 12 months. 

Furthermore, it has umbrella contracts with the municipality and commercial parties to 

deliver information on the Amsterdam area for the housing associations. The AFWC 

indicates that it would be happy to add more umbrella contracts and gather GIS data if the 

housing associations indicate it would benefit them. 

The AFWC further indicates that building a common GIS based decision support tooi would 

be interesting, but would be probiernatie in the connectivity with all the different systems 

the housing associations have. Furthermore, the AFWC currently does nothave the capacity 

to develop a DST on their own. They would be happy to facil.itate in the processing of GIS 

data. Finally, a more intensive cooperation with the municipality on GIS would be 

interesting. 

Aedes comments that they are currently not active in the development of GIS or Decision 

support systems based on GIS. They do see the potential of a more intensive use of GIS in 

the future. Aedes is active in the development of BIM (Building lnformation Model), which is 

more related to the built environment. Aedes will become active if housing associations are 

interested in developing a system tagether and want to cooperate for cost and expertise 

purposes but only if it is cost efficient to arrange it centrall.y. Furthermore, Aedes is active in 

developing a praeurement portal in the field of energy. 

As stated earlier, the Amsterdam housing associations collaborateon various aftairs through 

the AFWC, urban transformation in the form of consortia (e.g. Far West), and housing 
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allocation websites. lt is almast certain that the housing associations will cooperate with 

each other on some level on the brownfield transformation task, given that it is massive and 

expensive, they are one of the few locations left in Amsterdam, and nat all housing 

associations provide for all target groups. 

The housing associations can still distinguish themselves and compete on more important 

aspects such as superior plan development, development strategy, information analysis, and 

focused social value development. The management of their property in the city as well as 

exerting infl tJ ence on the developments in the city can be increased with this GIS 

infrastructure development. Furthermore, the housing associations can analyse their efforts 

in the city and invest wisely as to spend their funds optimally to fulfil their social duty and 

retain a profit to be able to subsist and execute their social duty better, improving life in 

Amsterdam while developing value which will, of course, increase their future return on 

invest. 

Who collects GIS data? 

All Amsterdam housing association collect data on their own property and its surroundings. 

As mentioned above, most housing associations then create GIS data from this data, mainly 

to gain insight in their own property. 

The collection of geographical information on real estate in the Netherlands is done by the 

different branches of the government in the Offices of the land registry, which is an 

independent governing body under the Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the 

Environmene0
. Data gathered is, among others, on sale price, perpetual lease, and related 

information concerning the pollution of the ground. From January 1 2010, all Dutch 

municipalities are required to provide a digital zoning plan trough the new Wro71
. 

The municipality of Amsterdam gathers geographical information through its "Dienst 

Ruimtelijke Ordening", the department of spatial planning 72
. The department provides GIS 

viewers on its website for maps on spatial investments, all non residential functions, mixed 

functions, soil quality, public sport venues, and protected flora and fauna. 

Now that this section has provided the results of the interviews, Section 5 will go into the 

analysis and condusion of this graduation project, as well as answering the research 

question. 

70 http://www.kadaster .ni/ 
71 http://www.vrom.nl/paglna .html?id-==7008 
72 http://www.dro.amsterdam.nl/ 
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CTI 5 - NA L Y IS A 

Section 3 and 4 have provided the required information needed to answer the research 

question "what is the decision making processof Amsterdam housing associations during 
the redevelopment of brownfields in Amsterdam?". This section will analyze this 

information and provide a condusion in addition to selecting a deficiency for the secondary 

research goal. 

5.1 ANALYSIS 

The main points made in this graduation project are that the housing associations are the 

main actars in the transformation of brownfields in Amsterdam, decision making is 

increasingly done by area managers and area developers, that the housing associations are 

changing their development approach from project development towards area 

development, and that they, currently, have no specific approach to brownfield 

transformation and use the area development approach instead. For these changes, area 

development procedures are developed to support the decision makers in their activities 

and further support is explored through the development of decision support tools in 

various fields. The housing associations have indicated that there is still need to imprave 

these decision support tools. 

The most important implication of the results is that the housing associations are still in the 

process of adapting their processes and decision support tools to suit area development, but 

are nat specifically adapting for brownfield transformation. The lack of specific brownfield 

transformation procedures is interesting considering the future involvement in brownfield 

transformation. The main arguments for this were, 1, that the municipality usually controls 

the brownfield remediation process and will only tender after they have cleaned it, making 

the brownfield transformation projects greenfield area development projects for the 

housing associations, thus nat requiring any specific procedures ordecision support and, 2, 

that the current general tools and procedures would cover any differences if brownfield 

transformation would occur. The goals and strategy of the housing associations, as described 

in Section 4, are quite clear: increase the number of houses to retain their power and 

position in Amsterdam (and other regions) and pursue value development of their stock to 

be able subsist (self-preservation) i'n the future. 

The main reason why Amsterdam housing associations will be active in the transformation of 

brownfields is that they have indicated a desire to grow with the city to retain their influence 

on the development process and, thus, remain in the upper right corner of the power 

interest grid . Brownfield sites are the only sites available where they can increase their real 

estate numbers (redevelopment of current urban districts will nat increase their numbers 

much due to the demand of bigger housing) and, therefore, are destined to transfarm 

brownfields in ad dition to the favourable location brownfields have near the city centre. City 
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centre developments are important for housing associations, as the value and attractiveness 

of the land is highest. This also reflects in the expected development type percentages. Nat 

all housing associations expect the same type of development, but all agree that brownfield 

or greenfield development will be important in the future. Greenfield development is due to 

preferenee of self remediation and leasehold strategy of the municipality. 

The background provided in Secti,on 3 indicates the cause for the way housing associations 

currently make decisions on brownfield transformation (and development in the city in 

generall and their motives for it. The privatization and changes in the tasks and possibilities 

of the housing associations have resulted in a change in their goals and methods of 

development. The housing associations' desire to increase the value development of their 

real estate by investing in social real estate. This, then, requires an area development and 

area management approach instead of a pure project development approach. The term 

frequently used for this is to increase the liveability, which is a nice way of saying increase 

the quality of the district, increase the popularity of the district and, thus, increase the value 

of the district, increasing the return on investment in the long run when the houses are sold. 

An important aspect in the decision making of the Amsterdam housing association is the 

motive behind the location selection of brownfields. Even though the locations are limited, 

the housing associations indicated that the closeness of the site to current assets and the 

implementation of the site in their overall strategy is very important, as well as the 

possibility of building fortheir target group (although that is a requirement written down in 

covenants and the Bbsh), value development, and influence in the development process. 

This can then be used in the management of the housing association stakeholder, which is 

one of the important aspects in the CME Master. 

The decision making process of housing associations follows the general area development 

phases, as provided in Section 3, with the decision made at the end of each phase to go 

through to the next, supported by a decision document. At the very beginning, the housing 

associations receive information of any new development through their large network, 

consisting of the network of directors, network of developers, and municipal and public 

contacts. The information is increasingly gathered through the network of project and area 

developers. Then, the project or area developer is responsible for creating the decision 

documents, using his network, departments at the housing association, or consultants. The 

eventual decision to go through to the next phase is made by the director, looking at the 

decision documents created by the project and area developers. After the general structure 

and design of the development has been decided, the development is delegated to 

developers and/or specialized departments (in house, delegated or generall for the rest of 

the development process, while still reporting to the directors. 
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The area development approach illustrates itself in the development of social and 

commercial real estate for the purpose of value development of, and living quality 

impravement in, city districts or the entire city which explains the change of the archetype 

of all interviewed housing associations . The impravement of the living quality increases the 

value of the city district and, therefore, increases the value of the housing association's 

assets and thus the availability of means for their subsist andl the means to even further 

imprave the quality of life. Housing associations, like investors, have always focused on long 

term investment concerning their social housing and are now long term investing in aspects 

that are unprofitable per project, but increase the value developrnent of entire districts 

through the enhancement of district quality. 

Making decisions while increasingly using decision documents and decision support tools, 

actually alters the decision making moment as presented in Figure 3.8. Considering that the 

decision maker is someone in the board of directars and the person making the decision 

documents is someone within the organization, the rules and regulation, as well as the input 

and the conditions and context are used by someone who is nat the decision maker. The 

decision maker is handed documents and development alternatives, but does nat consider 

the rules and regulations, some conditions and context, and most input variables and values, 

as these are used to create the decision documents. The way it actually works is presented in 

Figure 5.1. The decision maker still uses his own experience and judgement (condition and 

context) to make his decision, but does nat have to consider the rules and regulations, as 

they are already consulted in the creation of the decision documents. This increases the 

importance of correct information, decision support tools, and decision documents. 

Rules and regulation 

Input I 
Variables and values 

IJ{ 

Conditions and context 

FIGUUR 5.1- DE CISION MAKING MOMENT 

Output 
Development decision 

~ 

Conditions and context of DM 

The input per phase is summarized in 14 aspects, increasing in detail with every phase. The 

main groups of input in each phase are spatial analysis, spatial task, market analysis, 

occupant survey, urbanistic plan, construction plan, renovation plan, social project/district 
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approach, social real estate, BOG, reaccommodation/social' plan, participation, area 

exploitation, and planning. The input is generated by several departments in the housing 

association and overseen and managed by the project developer or area developer (differs 

between situations and housing associations). A more detailed overview with the specifics 

per phase can be found in Appendix E. 

Analysis and the development of entire areas are central in this change. Areas need to be 

analyzed where to imprave quality, as well as an area development stance in creating a high 

l ~i ving quality city district from scratch. The exact methad of creating value is still being 

determined. This brings along various changes in goals, strategy, context, conditions, stance 

towards value development, organizational setup, etc. The decision support tools are falling 

behind in that department. They need to support in other tasks, such as area analysis and 

area financial prognoses. The analysis of the city districts are increasingly done through GIS 

analyses but still mainly through discussions with people in the districts by the area 

developers of the housing associations as well as discussions with the municipality and input 

from consultants. 

5.2 CONCLUSION 

"what is the decision making process of Amsterdam housing associations during the 
redevelopment of brownfie/ds in Amsterdam?". 

The Amsterdam housing associations have general (area) development decision making 

procedures they use for their brownfield transformation. The decision making procedures 

state the input needed, in the farm of a decision document, on which a decision is made to 

either go through to the next development phase or terminate the project. These decision 

documents formation are created or overseen by a project or an area developer and are 

presented to the dedsion maker, mainly a di rector due to the size of the investment. 

5.3 DEFICIENCY SELECTION 

As stated in Section 2, the secondary goal of this graduation project is to solve a deficiency 

to imprave the decision making process of the Amsterdam housing associations in 

brownfield transformation. 

The results in Section 4 and the analysis above have shown that a need for a decision 

support tooi (DST) for area development/brownfiel'd transformation exists for housing 

associations. The demands for such a DST were additionally explored. Using the demand 

information gained during the interviews, a literature study has been done to determine the 

possibilities of support. The main available support types are check lists to ensure complete 

knowledge, decision trees to ease decision making and alternative selection (be it through a 

computer program or a physicallist), data representation and data manipulation (computer 

aided or user generated, e.g. feasibility studies, visuals, area exploitation study, or OT study), 
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and forecasting (e.g. statistkal analysis to predict stakeholder behaviour). The follow up 

interviews have provided the requirements for the DST, the use and potential for GIS, and 

the current and future facilitating activities. The potential of a new decision support tooilies 

in the analysis, plan development, feasibility, and visualization areas, while the joint support 

potential of this tooilies with the AFWC. 

The area development approach of the housing associations makes it logica! to analyze area 

with the goal of value development and liveability increase. The analysis should reflect the 

growth strategy (l'ocation, type, speed, etc.) as well as rules and regulation . This makes 

analysis using GIS and development using GIS increasingly logical for now and in the future. 

This tooi will support the decision by enabling the organization to develop the decision 

documentsin a detailed, structured, and multidiscipline fashion. 

To obtain the secondary goal properly, as it covers various topics, it will be divided into sub 

questions, that follow each other in a logica! fashion. To know how support should be 

provided, first, the activities of the housing associations in brownfield transformation must 

be explored to determine what is undertaken and needed. This has mainly been answered in 

section 4, but will have to be further specified in types of activities. Second, the provided 

demands for a decision support tooi have been provided in Section 4, these will have to be 

specified and structured into several groups. Third, the available methods of support must 

be explored in order to correctly determine the support that will suit the support 

requirement. Finally, these answers should translatetoa workable decision support tooi. 

SUB QUEST/ONS 

Th is leads to the following sub questions: 

What are the activities of housing associations that can be supported? 

What are the types of the needed supportforthese activities? 

What are the available methods of support in literature? 

How does this translate into a workable decision support tooi? 

What is required to realize this workable decision support tooi? 

APPROACH 

The approach to answering this salution question is to answer the sub questions, which will 

be done in Section 6. This will lead toa support tooi for housing associations in their decision 

making for brownfield transformation. To achieve this, literature and the acquired housing 

association development procedures wil l be consulted to determine the general activities in 

the brownfield transformation process. With this, the activity types will be grouped to 

determine specific support need. Then, the type of decision support will be sought in 

literature. Finally, combining these results, a decision support tooi will be developed 

foliowed with a plan to realize this tooi. 
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This section has provided an analysis and a condusion for this graduation project as well as 

located a deficiency for the secondary graduation project goal, namely the development of a 

decision support tooi. The next section will provide the tooi and necessary new information 

by answering the tooi development questions provided in this section. 
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ECTID ECI 0 S 
Section 5 has introduced the need for a decision support tooi. This section will go into the 

development of such a tooi. To check if the tooi will be adopted by the housing associations, 

the DST wil I be validated. 

Section 3 and Section 4 have shown that the current inconvenience in urban development 

within housing association is the lack of proper decision support in the early phases of 

brownfield transformation. This makes the secondary goal of this graduation project: 

provide a Decision Support Tooi (DST) for the analysis of development locations for 

Amsterdam housing associations. This section wi,ll first introduce the requirements for this 

DST through the depietion of the early phases of area development and subsequent support 

requirement types, then go into the design considerations, and finally the actual DST will be 

introduced. 

6.1 WHA T ARE THE AU lVITIES OF HOUSING ASSOCIA Tl ONS THAT CAN BE SUPPORTED? 

The activities of housing associations that can be supported have been collected through the 

main interviews, literature, and development decision making procedure documents of 

three housing associations. 

Simply put, the reason housing associations develop in the way they do is to reach their 

global goal (provide housing) by using certain means (strategy and developing projects and 

areas) within a set of boundaries (code of conduct of Aedes, Bbsh, municipal development 

plan and structure vision and law and legislation). 

Togo through the development process (means) as smooth as possible, support is provided 

using various methods. Procedures and strategies as currently formed and written down as 

well as software based procedures provide this support. Procedures of the housing 

associations are written down in process documents, clearly defining actlvities and products 

per phase combined in a decision document in addition to the base idea on which to make a 

decision regarding project advancement. 

The end product of each phase is the decision, supported by a decision document, to go 

through to the next phase of the project or forfeit the development73
. An overview of the 

decision documents per phase is provided in Figure 6.1. A larger version is provided in 

Appendix E, as well as an overview of the end products per phase. The processof developing 

the content of the decision documentsis thus the activity that should be supported. 

73 
Nozeman et al. , 2008 
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FIGURE 6.1- VISIO OF THE DECISION DOCUMENTSPER PHASE 

f"=. ] -
_.....,_ -~ .......---. 

The activities are generally related to gaining insight into what the housing association will 

be dealing with during the development process, what the to be overcome expected 

problems area, the plan development, the feasibility of the project considering all 

aforementioned aspects, and finally the development approach. Each phase goes further 

into each of these aspects, with each phase becoming more detailed . This can be 

summarized into the What, When, Why, Effect, and How- questions. The requirements for 

these questions are the availability of information, the ability to process this information, 

and the availability to use this information todetermine project success. 

6.2 WHAT ARE THE TYPES OF THE NEEDEO SUPPORTFORTHESE ACTlVITIES AND WHAT 

ARE THE OPTIONS? 

The content of the decision documents per phase are roughly alike, becoming more detailed 

with each decision document. The content can be typed into four groups, namely providing 

data, constraint overview, rnadelling effects, and planning. After each group is introduced, 

examples are provided how to attend to this support. The groups are structured in such a 

fashion that the second group requires the information generated in the first group as input, 

the third group requires information generated in the first two groups as input, while the 

fourth group requires information input of all preceding groups. 

The first group focuses on providing data 

The main goal in the first group is to provide relevant project information on the brownfield 

and its surroundings. Examples of this type are the soil quaHty, air quality, infrastructure, 

ownership, housing association assets, facilities, location with,in the city, urban development 

plan, stakeholder information etc. This is the most important aspect, as this data will be used 

to model on or perfarm feasibility studies as well as visualization to obtain a general feeling 

of the project. 
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All needed information to make good strategie decisions concerning environment 

developments can be allocated under 'DESTEPA' 74
; demographical, economical, social

cultural, technological, ecological, politica!, and artistic developments. The important point 

here is to understand the trends in an area and its surrounding, their dependendes between 

various areas, extract important subjects frïom these trends, predict the future direction of 

these trends, and extract the implications of these trends for the own organization. This can 

be achieved through gathering of information, processing it, and finally through discussions 

with relevant stakeholders. 

The possibilities for this group are numerous, as data starage is a frequently affered service. 

The housing associations mainly use Excel for this purpose and are exploring GIS. Tlne 

simplest methad to reach this goal is to store this information to be accessed when needed. 

Using GIS with up to date informat,ion, the current situation in a wide range of fieldscan be 

visualized and quantified by representing various data layers. The effort required to ensure 

success is central information collection and processing. 

The interviews indicated that housing associations are especially interested in the location of 

the brownfield site relative to its own assets, the geographicallocation, the site specific data, 

governmental plans, and strategie plans. The visualization and quantification of this data can 

easily be realized when using a GIS system. 

The second group focuses on constraints overview 

The second type of activity is to determine the framework of the project by looking at the 

effects of constraints on the current situation. To achieve this, all project constraints should 

be collected. Constraints in this sense are all rules, regulations, plans (e.g. HA strategy, 

municipal), and means (e.g. financial, organizational) that provide a framework to the 

project. For example, the law fora maximum part per mil llion of a substance within the air 

will have to be cross checked against the current air quality which, if toa high, might result in 

the area being unfit for housing. This means that when camparing the data of the first group 

with the constraint data of this group will generate important information on project 

possibility, project feasibility, and more importantly project risk. 

An important learning point for the development or selection of decision support tools is 

that the failure of a decision support system is likely if organisational and legislative 

constraints (e.g. pollution} are nat properly accommodated75
. With that in mind, a point of 

interest for the decision support tooi is that it should have a pre-planning tunetion that 

checks the primary environmental constraints that affect a planning decision against 

relevant GIS data layers. This is intended to help planners advise prospective applicants, 

74 
Pleijte et al., 2006 

75 Culshaw et al., 2006 
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perhaps in reai-time over the telephone, of issues that, for example, may need to be 

addressed in a site investigation. 

In the case of housing associations, or project developers, additional constraints can be 

added, such as their own development strategy, stakeholder demands, and urban 

development plan, which is an important aspect of the second group. These added 

constraints then provide a clear indication of conflict areas. The constraints can be changed 

during the development process with altering urban development plans or stakeholder 

demands. The site specific information can also be altered to investigate the effects the 

master plan has on the constraints and plan success. 

Statistica! analysis could predict stakeholder response to development plans, which can then 

be modelled. This, however, would require extensive stakeholder knowledge. The long term 

effects of urban development can been modelled and evaluated and can be explored for 

sustainability purposes76
. 

Naturally, the requirements of this group are related to the data processing possibilities of 

the chosen data starage system in the first group. 

Third group focuses on development effects (feasibility) 

The third type of activity is to determine the effects of a proposed development. This means 

using development plans to determine the effects it will have on finance, pollution, strategie 

plans, stakeholders, etc. To predict these feats, development norms and statistica! analyses 

can be used. 

The need to assess the casts related to remediation and soil remaval in redevelopment 

projects becomes an important factor in the feasibility of the project. To determine the 

feasibility of soil remediation, a GEMS tooi was designed which allows brownfield developers 

to estimate the cast for soil remediation. The model, using 30 visuals, requires extensive 

data on a brownfield entered in a GIS format and uses geo-statistics to estimate the cast for 

soil remediation for different urban planning scenarios, which enables the decision maker to 

determine the most feasible scenario for the future redevelopment77
. This information can 

then be used in the pre-existing real estate or ground exploitation models. 

Analyses regarding value development and stakeholder reactions are important tools that 

can benefit the development process and decisions, of housing associations. With value 

development factors as input, the additional value development of areas surrounding the 

brownfield transformation can be determined, which may have an important influence on 

brownfield transformation proceeding decisions and the feasibility of the project. Housing 

76 Norton, 2008; Chen et al, 2009 
77 Schrooten & Van Alphen, 2008 
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associations have indicated in the interviews that an unprofitab1le development on the 

project level is negligible if other assets appreciate in value to cover this loss on the long 

term. 

The forth group focuses on planning and the development approach 

The final type has more to do with organizational project development than actual 

brownfield development. However, important brownfield related choices will have to be 

made, which will have to be supported. The approach to the supporting of planning and 

organizational decision making is through standard procedures and experience. For 

unknown fields, decision trees (in various farms) are used to reach a decision. 

lnformation gathered or developed in the first three groups influence the development 

approach . This means that information generated by the decision support tooi should 

available for use in decision support for this group. This fourth group can entirely be 

accounted for using existing products or using the current decision procedures, as shown 

above. 

6.3 WHAT ARE THE AVAILABLE METHOOS OF SUPPORT IN LITERATURE? 

Now that the support requiring groups are known, the availability of support methods in 

literature is explored . Two main typesexist in literature, analysis with GIS and development 

approach support. 

ANALYSIS WITH GIS 

Most newly developed decision support systems in literature use some farm of GIS at its 

base, especially in the remediation and redeve'lopment of brownfields, which makes the 

choice of a GISbasedOST logica178
. 

The field of spatial analysis with GIS is rapidly changing, and GIS packages are increasingly 

including analytica! tools as standard built-in facilities. In most cases, such facllities are 

developed by the GIS supplier, in addition to the programs or facilities developed by third 

parties 79
. The GIS data can be modelled so that several thematic layers of the sa me area are 

produced, processed, and analyzed . The visualization (20 or 30) of known data can aid the 

analysis of the development location and aid decision making. 

GIS technology can be used for resource management, asset management, archaeology, 

environmental impact assessment, urban planning, development location mapping, 

cartography, criminology, geographic history, logistics, or prospective mapping. 

78 Thomas, 2002; Boott et al.,2001; Culshaw et al., 2006; Carlon et al., 2008; Haklay, 2003 
79 http://www.spatialanalysisonline.com/output/ 
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GIS can also be used to analyze data over time. This is especially useful to track and analyze 

value development, survey results, and property for the purpose of discovering the spatial 

relationships that cause the changes in variables. A technique called geostatistics can then 

be used to produce field predictions from the data, such as expected resistance to 

developments or expected city development. 

Taking this a step further, the same financial foundation underlying current ground 

exploitation or real estate exploitation models can be modeled into software decision 

support systems using GIS. Software programs such as Mapinfo 80 and CommunityViz 81 

already exist (and are used by the university) and enable the user to use the geographical 

information and added constraints to visualize (30) and model (such as a new master plan) 

to determine project effects. The val1ues produced can be implemented in current 

exploitation models or the exploitation modelscan be integrated into the system to produce 

financial data. These types of software programs additionally enable the user to create 

various alternative models for comparison and. Th is, in essence, means that when combining 

decision support tools, various feasibility studiescan be executed. 

With the popularization of GIS indecision making, scholars have begun to examine the social 

impiJications of GIS. lt has been argued that the production, distribution, utilization, and 

representation of geographic information are largely related with the social context. 

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH 

The main support types for development approach are planning programs, decision trees, 

decision procedures, and decision documents. 

Culshaw etc al 2005 provides an interesting proof of concept of their Environmental 

lnformation System for Planners (EISP) that, even though quite elaborate, could be the 

salution intended for the problem of the housing associations. lt is a web-based system 

designed to support decision making within the UK planning framework by making 

information on environmenta'l issues more widely accessible and using it to plan their 

(urban) development. 

Specified planning for projects mainly use decision trees based on project manager 

experience and the already predetermined procedures. The decision trees go through the 

project approach determination step by step to ascertain that all aspects are considered. 

Decision support tools do exist for this purpose, but the housing associations all have 

procedures and decision documents that take care of this part, thus nat requiring additional 

support. 

80 http:/ /www.mapinfo.ni/ 
81 http://www.communityviz.com/ 
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Numerous, some EU funded, decision support systems/tools for soil remediation technique 

selection have been devel'oped in Europe bath in-house and under regional or other funding 

programmes 82
. For example, the Dutch ABC (Assessment, Benefit, and Casts) tool83

, the free 

Belgian quick web-based screening BOSS tool 84
, the advanced ltalian GIS-based DESYRE tooi 

85
, and the by the EU funded WELCOME project created lntegrated Management Strategy for 

mega sites86
. The great benefit of these "stand alone" tools is that they are readily available, 

can be implemented in current development procedures by adding the outcome to the 

decision document, provide proper potential remediation techniques decision support 

(including expected cast), and sametimes are free public tools. This provides crudal data 

required for feasibility analysis. 

These decision tree tools mentioned above specifically for brownfield transformation are 

extremely interesting for housing associations but are already created and therefore should 

be explored separately, not in this graduation project. 

6.4 How DOES THIS TRANSLATE INTO A WORKABLE DECIS/ON SUPPORT TOOL? 

The idea behind the phases of area development is to introduce fixed procedural decision 

moments to determine the feasibility of the project. lf the project remains feasible 

considering the constraints provided by the housing association, the municipality (juridical 

and procedural), the market (market conditions, stakeholders, financial means, etc.), and the 

location, the project proceeds to the next phase. The housing associations mainly differ in 

the specific implementation of this idea per phase, but are identical intheir approach. This 

means that each lhousing association conducts a feasibility study per phase, with the final 

feasibility decision made by the decision maker, using bath empirica! knowledge and factual 

data inthefarm of a decision document. 

For the development of a decision support tooi, the assumption is made that the proposed 

concept is entirely technologically possible, although proven concepts are used as much as 

possible to increase the usability of the proposed process enhancement and reduce the time 

period needed for implementation. 

An important notion in Section 4 was that the housing associations currently do not have a 

specific procedure or decision support in place for the transformation of brownfields, this 

will have to be developed. Furthermore, the housing associations have just developed (or 

are still in the process of developing) area development procedures, which has relatively the 

same structure as brownfield transformation. Therefore, specific brownfield transformation 

82 Onwubuya et al., 2009 
83 http://www.euwelcome.nl/kims/tools/index.php?n.dex=110 
84 http:/1193 .190.191. 7 4/appl ications/boss/page. php ?page=doel 
85 Carlon et al., 2008 
86 Malina et al., 2006 
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decision procedures are nat necessary. The chosen path is to integrate existing decision 

support tools into the current decision procedures, which has more adaption potentials7
. 

Considering that over the last decade there has been an increasing effort to demonstrate the 

relevanee of applied research to real-life situations, research on specific topics can then be 

added to each model to successfully predict stakeholder reaction and development effect, 

which can support the decision maker in his decision to go through with the development 

project. 

A very good example of a thorough setup of a Decision Support Tooi that combines the 

support types is the Environmental lnformation System for Planners (EISP} in the UK 

designed as a web-based system to support decision making within the UK planning 

framework by making information on environmental issues widely accessible ss. This DCT 

separates important development aspects into modules and provides support using either 

written or software support, going through specific steps through a flowchart to reach the 

final decision. The choice tor either written or software support is made which fits the 

situation best. A central controlled GIS is used as a basis for the information supply and a 

webpage as the information source. The model is primarily intended to consider the 

environmental aspect in redevelopment. However, this setup can be used to consider more 

than the environment, and include urban development plans, strategy, preferences, and 

other types of constraints on development. 

OveraU design 

The overall design of the tooi consists of separate modules that support the housing 

associations with specific parts in the decision making process. The key point here is that the 

housing associations currently have their own development procedures, have financial 

feasibility decision support tools, and are starting to use GIS. The housing associations will 

still make use of these tools, but will use the modules for their specific information 

requirement. Using a modular structure allows changes to be made to individual flow 

diagrams and particular steps without the need to change the complete system. 

Furthermore, the choice of a housing association to retain their own decision support 

systems, if preferred, would still be possible. The system should nat be a black-box system 

producing the correct decision more so as a transparent, self-documenting tooi that will 

assist the decision maker reach a decision and to make a recommendation tor acceptance or 

rejection. 

All location specific information will be appointed to geographical locations (point locations 

or fields) through the use of data layers. The GIS modelcanthen use these layers to present 

information (e.g. through visuals, combining layers, or printouts) through data processing to 

Bl Pollard et al., 2004 

BB Culshaw et al., 2006 
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be used in decision document section 1 and gain insight in the development. This would 

require little time and effort (providing readily available information) while guaranteeing 

reliable and up to date information. The requirement for this basis is to expand the current 

GIS activities to contain all relevant information (e.g. soil, air, stakeholder information, etc). 

Model 
development 

Constraints 
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The input for decision document section 2 is created by a computer model connecting the 

information of relevant GIS data layers to predetermined constraints and show every aspect 

(either through a 20 map or a printout grouped per aspect) that exceeds or does not comply 

with the constraints. As this computer model using GIS is not yet offered, it is recommended 

to first use commercial products (e.g. Maplnfo, CommunityViz) totest the requirements and 

use of housing associations befare developing a housing association specific computer 

model. These commercial products use GIS data layers and simple equations with minimum 

and maximum values to represent the constraints. 

The third section represents the plan development effects and feasibility studies. The 

housing associations have decision support for this, but some of these can be implemented 

in the GIS model as shown above. By adding standard numbers (e.g. the effect of a specific 

building on the sewage system or the environment, or the height in meters of a building) to 

fields manipulating the underlying GIS layers and the aforementioned constraints, 

development effects (and thus project feasibility) can be displayed in 30 or a printout. This 

eases the feasibility process by enabling the plan developer to create development 

alternatives while (almost) immediately showing the effects of each alternative. This makes 

plan development insightful and comparable. 
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Structuring the gathered information tagether in the GIS format is beneficia! as it can be 

manipulated and analysed more easily. Every type of information imaginable can be 

allocated to a specific coordinate in the city. Collaborating with the other housing 

associations is simple as the information available is the same for all parties and is in the 

same format, making information sharing simple. Quanturn discount and joint technological 

development and perfection would be beneficia I. Notall housing associations need the same 

type of specialists in their ranks, the AFWC would employ them, preventing specific costs. 

This frees up funding for analysts and processors. Support can be provided by these 

specialists, which would imprave the infrastructure. A final important notice is that the 

municipaHty will a lso benefit from this joint effort. The city needs the housing associations in 

brownfield transformations and benefits from a well executed development, as it w ill add 

much value to the city. Since they desire an active ground policy in which they dictate the 

developments, the municipality will have to cooperate with the housing associations and is 

expected to join the information gathering activity. 

6.5 WHAT IS REQUJRED TO REALIZE THIS WORKABLE DECIS/ON SUPPORT TOOL? 

In the proposed solution, the AFWC, all Amsterdam housing associations, and the 

municipality (and with it other levels of government) will be the participants in this DST. 

Other parties (e.g. occupants, consultants, pressure groups) can be used as information 

sourees or DST support. 

The AFWC is responsible for the GIS, while the municipality, the housing associations, and 

other sourees are responsible for the information flow. The decision support tooi would 

ideally be provided by the AFWC, however, they have indicated that this would be difficult to 

implement due to the currently used decision support tools byeach housing association . The 

used tools would not be a bie to work with the decision support tooi of the AFWC. 

The salution proposed uses a central GIS system and a centrally developed and updated GIS 

based DST. The most important aspect of a DST is that information is correct, up to date, and 

accessible. lf this is guaranteed, DCTs can contribute to efficient exchange of information 

between experts, stakeholders, decision makers and laypeople. To meet this information 

aspect, it is strongly advised to manage this information through a central entity when 

working with multiple users 89
. 

Sharing GIS data is sarnething the housing associations already do through the AFWC and all 

are willing to continuetoshare general data in the future. Strategie or otherwise important 

data (demolition plans, future plans, own value estimations, own data in genera!) is sensitive 

information and, thus, should be added manually by the housing associations or should be 

added to private models based on the GIS infrastructure. Furthermore, the housing 

89 
Goosen et al 2007; Thomas, 2002; Onwubuya et al., 2009 
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associations thought the idea of a shared and jointly developed GIS based decision support 

system would be interesting, but only if it would work with their current decision support 

systems and other digital procedures. As shown in Section 4, the housing associations 

already share information on their assets with the AFWC who processes this data and 

returns it in a GIS format. In the DST interviews, the housing associations and the AFWC have 

indicated that they will keep doing this in the future and possibly expand on this 

collaboration. The information nat to be shared is of strategie level. 
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lnformation can be used directly from the GIS for a decision document, namely the spatial 

information group. Of course, a spatial representation of the area will have to be presented 

using a map, thus requiri 11 g a small amount of modeUing. For the constraint and 

development effect types, GIS data and constraints are entered in the model and the model 

is then used to manipulate this data. This then either directly goes into the decision 

document, or acts as input for feasibility studies. 

Since the AFWC is already active in the field of data gathering, processing and tormatting in 

GIS, and taking their objective of supporting the housing associations in Amsterdam into 

consideration, they are the ideal party to take care of the GIS related activities. This includes 

the contracting of third parties and the structuring and naming of all information: Th is keeps 

the format development simple, structured and centraL All involved parties are then 

responsible for ensuring a high quality of information flow towards the AFWC. The 
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development of the GIS based DST can be outsources, but should be controlled by the 

AFWC. 

Gathering the location specific information tagether has various benefits. The information 

only has to be gathered by one organization preventing duplicate (financial} effort. As the 

information wilt be gathered cofliectively and on all brownfield sites, a higher quality can be 

pursued and a more coordinate effort (phasing} can be organized. This can bring down the 

risk of development, bring down casts, and changes the negotiation position the housing 

associations have with the municipality, owners, and other actors/stakeholders. 

WHERE CAN YOU GET THE INFORMATION? 

Location specific information can be gathered through various governmental institutions in 

addition to the widespread available consultants. lnformation on soit, subsoil, ground water 

and adjacent poltution is available through environmental services (municipal and 

provincial}. Additional soit research wilt need to be conducted as the specific condition of the 

whole soit is difficult to determine. The RACM can assist in mapping the historie cultural 

quality of the area, in addition to various departments of the municipality. The land registry 

has information on ownership and industry type (for the estimated poltution level}. 

The municipality of Amsterdam has recorded its procedures and decision making for spatial 

measures such as brownfield transformation in addition to the permits, juridical urban 

products, and end products per phase 90
. Furthermore, their continuous formulation of their 

structure vision on the city and other urban development plans provides an indication to the 

vision and expectations of the number one partner in the brownfield transformation 

process. Finally, the housing associations, increasingly through their area developers, 

maintain frequent contact with individuals within the municipality to discuss the general 

developments within the city. The area developers also maintain contact with the 

inhabitants of Amsterdam (per district} to discover their stance and potentially learn new 

developments. 

lnformation on the housing association's property is gathered and sent to the AFWC who 

combines the data set in a GIS format. Simply put, GIS is a database with data added to 

geographical coordinates. In the case of the housing associations, the data is information on 

their property, and the geographical coordinate is the location aftheir property. 

The municipality then provides the AFWC with all addresses of Amsterdam to conneet the 

data of all houses to the addresses. The data collected and added to the data set is related to 

sale value of housing and all their features, the number of persons per dwelifing, the size per 

dwelling, earlier residencies, data of satisfaction and crime surveys, etc. This is then sent 

back in the GIS format to all housing associations. The AFWC can, if the housing associations 

90 Municipality of Amsterdam, 2005 
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want, make umbrella contracts with, for example, the land registry to gather specific data 

and add it to the GIS data set. 

6.6 VAL/DATION OF THE DECIS/ON SUPPORT TOOL 

The development of this decision support tooi has been validated twice. First, the need fora 

DST has been determined during the follow up interviews, and second, the concept version 

of this graduation report has been sent to the interviewed housing associations with the 

objective of receiving a response. Two housing associations reacted without any comments 

of disagreement regarding the diagnosis or solution. 
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7 RF 
Section 6 has explored the graduation project salution and has provided the framework for 

the use of decision support tools. This section willl reflect on this solution, acknowledge 

limitations and provide recommendations for future research. 

SOLUT/ON REFLECTION 

The starting research question was "what is the decision making process of Amsterdam 

housing associations during the redeve/opment of brownfields in Amsterdam?". The simp Ie 

answer to this question is: there is no specific decision making process for brownfield 

transformation. The housing associations use an area development approach, which goes 

through several predetermined phases using decision moments to go through with the 

project while being supported in the decision making througn decision documents and 

decision support tools. The notion was made that an impravement could be made on the 

decision support tools. 

A decision support tooi concept was developed to support housing associations in their 

brownfield transformation, using GIS as a basis with the AFWC the cantrolling party. This 

basis will contain all relevant site and surrounding data relevant for the development. A 

computer model is then applied onto this data while using constraints to provide insight in 

the potential risk and attention areas of the development as well as input for related 

analyses. Additionally, a computer model would use the data generated by bath 

aforementioned models to develop a development plan for the site with expected 

development effects resulting from the GIS data and the constraints. The resulting 

information can then be used as input for feasibility studies. Finally, a separate decision 

support tooi was proposed for project planning and organizational purposes which is 

supported through the use of standard development procedures, decision trees, and 

standardized decision options (checklists). 

UMITA TIONS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

The salution provided has been reached using literature and existing models. No attempt 

has been made to create a working model, thus limiting the implementation and testing of 

its practicality. Furthermore, the means, methods and strategy of Amsterdam housing 

associations has been used, thus making the proposed support nat attainable by other 

housing associations. 

RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Future research on the actual implementation of the GIS format, performing a stakeholder 

analysis, further mapping the model potential for brownfield transformation and perhaps 

creating such models are additional graduation projects. 
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Models such as Mapinfo 91 and CommunityViz 92 already exist (and are used by the 

university} and cover parts of the needed model and analysis demand, the rest can be 

covered by specified programming. The unique brownfield transformation situation in 

Amsterdam, however, as well as the unique housing associations situation, might require a 

specified model and system to specifically cater to everyone's needs. lt is useful to 

determine the increased use of a new model built trom scratch ,jn relation to the adoption of 

an existing model by a commercial or non commercial party. The idea of a GIS format is 

applicable to any type of development in Amsterdam and could be used to analyse any 

property. The brownfield sites should, therefore, be used as testing ground befare making 

the step to the entire city. The main purpose of the GIS format would then be to collect data 

on the entire city and use it for analysis and self reflection. Furthermore, a subsequent 

graduation project should start trom the notion of the potential for a joint GIS format and 

supplementary decision support systems for the housing associations to actually develop it. 

This would result in a more thorough and specific plan of action, which would increase the 

value for the housing associations and the university. 

BUILDING INFORMAT/ON MODEL (8/M) 

One mayor development within the construction world is building information rnadelling 

(BIM}. BIM is defined as "a digital representatian of physical and functional characteristics of 

a facility. A 8/M is a shared knowledge resource for information about a facility forming a 

reliable basis for decisions during its life-cycle; defined as existing from earliest conception to 

demolition" 93
. BIM shares all information of the construction and management of buildings 

in the construction process in 30 (e.g. the design, cast information, and quantity}. All 

involved parties in the construction process have access to this model and work with the 

same information which is updated u pon any changes. 

The BIM development can eventually be combined with the GIS development to create a 

single data set containing all relevant construction information during all phases of the 

development project. The two models can then operate trom that single data set to 

effectively progress in the development project. The use of GIS in construction as well as the 

use of BIM should be developed separately befare they can be combined, as they are used 

tor two different purposes in the construction process, with GIS being very abstract, and BIM 

increasingly specific. BIM is currently more related to the actual design and realization 

phases, while the current potentlal of GIS lies within the idea and initiative phases, such as 

urban area development plans, information gathering, and the first creation of, and choice 

between, alternative development plans. The currently present area exploitation modelscan 

then be used to complement the GIS and BIM tools in terms of feasibility studies, as the 

main determinant in construction will always remain financia i'. 

91 
http://www.mapinfo .ni/ 

92 http:/ /www.communityviz .com/ 
93 NBIMSPC, 2006 
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APPENDIX A -AREA DEVELOPMENT IN AMSTERDAM THROUGH THE YEARS 

The Dutch capital and largest city Amsterdam has seen numerous changes in its city 

structure during the evolution from a small fishing village starting around a dam in the river 

Amstel in the thirteenth century, towards the current big city and aspiring metropolis, 

through the Overhoeks scheme connecting bath sides of the river IJ 94
. 

During its long history, the city has undergone frequent restructuring and is regardedas one 

of the most planned cities of northern Europe. From the early fires of 1421 and 1452, which 

prompted a decree by Emperor Charles to build new houses from stone instead of wood, to 

the effects of the Golden Age through the urban expansions of 1613 and 1663, who still 

determine the city's characteristic appearance. 

During the 19th century, a number of plans were developed to expand and develop 

Amsterdam, the first of which was initiated by Samuel Sarphati. The developments of 

Samuel Sarphati (1813-1866) were focused on improving public health in the city. lln 

addition, he created the urban design plans for the expansion towards the southern side of 

h . ' 95 t e City s centre . 

The first expansion outside the city walls was after 1870, creating a ring of law-ineome 

housing just across the farmer maat (the Singelgracht). An entire ring of 19th century 

neighbourhoods surrounding the city's centre was designed by Van Niftrik and Kalff. The 

neighbourhoods were intended for the seciety's middle class; however, most of the 

neighbourhoods eventually became the home of the working class 96
. The neighbourhoods 

are known fortheir typical densely built long, straight and narrow streets. During this time, 

the central station of Amsterdam was also built. 

By the beginning of the 20th century, due to the second industrial revolution, Amsterdam 

had become overpopulated and in need of living space. Consequently, two plans were 

designed: "Plan Zuid", designed by the architect Hendrik Petrus Berlage, and "Plan West", 

which was executed in the style of Plan Zuid. Together, these two plans were called "the 

Gordel '20-'40" as bath plans were executed between the two world wars. These plans 

involved the development of new neighbourhoods of housing blocks and were intended for 

all social classes. 

With his Plan Zuid, Berlage wanted to uplift the segregation of social classes in that period of 

time. In a way he succeeded in doing this. The housing bl'ocks became well known fortheir 

richly decorated facades and menumental appearance. The most striking difference 

94 
http ://www.overhoeks.ni/en/ 

95 
htt p://www. jh m. ni/personen .aspx ?n aam=Sarphati%2C%20Samuel 

96 http://en .wik ipedia.org/wiki/Expansion of Amsterdam 
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between Plan luid and Plan West is that the housing blocks built according to the latter plan 

contain much less decorations on their facades . 

Cornelis van Eesteren was the head of the in 1929 established Amsterdam department of 

City development from 1929 until 1959. Together with Th . K. van Lohuizen he worked on the 

General expansion plan of Amsterdam of 1934. This plan was the basis of the city expansions 

in the next decades, such as the Westelijke Tuinsteden en Buitenveldert 97. 

Van Eesteren was the creator of the functional city with strict segregation of living, 

transport, work, recreation, and nature. This effectively negated the efforts of Berlage of the 

forgoing decades. The functional city's vision was worked out in the general expansion plan. 

In addition, the finger development model with urban lobed, separated by green wedges, is 

an idea by van Eesteren and also can be found in Amsterdam . 

Meanwhile in 1932, the Afsluitdijk, a dike separating the luider lee from the Noord lee, was 

completed. For the first time in its history Amsterdam had no open communication with the 

sea . Which influenced the use of the harbours of Amsterdam. 

After the Second World War, a quarter of the 10 million Dutchmen were homeless, making 

housing shortage public enemy number one. The Dutch government was the only entity that 

was wealthy enough to provide for this enormous construction assignment and saw the 

housing associations as an ideal instrument for the execution of this assignment. The 

creation of new laws, subsidies, and financing methods provided a direction for this 

assignment. The new houses were built en masse in special housing district, most of which 

were sober and efficient, not the high quality houses the housing associations were 

accustomed to build. 

In Amsterdam, large new neighbourhoods were built in the western, southern, south

eastern and northern parts of the city. The massive housing programs that began in the 

1950s had no relationship to the traditional form of the city. These new neighbourhoods 

were built to relieve the city's shortage of living space and provide people with affordable 

houses with modern day conveniences. The neighbourhoods consisted mainly of large 

housing blocks situated among green spaces connected to wide roads, making the 

neighbourhoods easily accessible by automobile. 

The western suburbs which were built in that period are collectively called the Westelijke 

Tuinsteden. The southern block (Buitenveldert and Amstelveen) and the south-eastern 

(luidoost) are the most linear. The core of present borough of luidoost (Bijlmer) is a massive 

1970s housing project - built together with the first metro line, alongside the rail line to 

97 http;!lstadsarchief.amsterdam.nl/presentaties/amsterdamse schatten/plannen/uitbreidingsplan berlage/in 

dex.nl.html 
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Utrecht. The northern block (Amsterdam-Noord) also underwent a large expansion, possible 

due to the construction the Ijtunnel and other connections. 

expansion of Sioterdijk, Diemen, Amstelveen 

into the built-up area between southern and south-eastern By the 1960s, 

expanded towns such as Purmerend, and two new cities on reclaimed land (Lelystad 

and Almere), were designated to absorb the growth. In 1957 construction a new Schiphol 

airport from the 1960s it became a major factor in economic structure, 

ultimately as Europe's fifth airport. Although overshadowed by Rotterdam, Amsterdam 

port also expanded, making the old docks obsolete 98. In the 1970s and 1980s, many 

households found the dwellings in Amsterdam too small for growth centres 

as Hoofddorp, Purmerend, Lelystad, and Almere 99. In addition, commercial activities also 

migrated to other cities to improve their available space and accessibility. 

By 1990s, new housing districts were built in Nieuw Sioten and De Aker in the 

western side the city and in Oostelijk Havengebied in the eastern side. limits of 

(the rural areas are protected landscape) making new 

housing of existing is unpopular among 

Dutch planners, so municipality is building a new suburb, IJburg, on artificial islands. 

Another project 'de 

station In 2002, a 

city, and Amsterdam-Zuid 

is a large project to build in the area surrounding train 

profile metro connection between Amsterdam-Noord, inner 

been started, although not entirely without misery. 

It to be that especially the poorly built post-war urban areas are areas providing 

the city with a lot problems, so called "Vogelaarwijken", and cost a lot of money and 

effort 100. The municipality of agrees together the housing 

associations, has redeveloping these urban areas (Bijlmer, Westelijke Tuinsteden and 

Amsterdam-Noord) and is currently transforming them to new housing The 

transformation of post-war the intention offering a mix in 

tenure types, a higher quality, and larger dwellings. This is intended to result in diminishing 

the concentration of low-income and unemployed groups in these neighbourhoods, reflect 

current demand, enable people to make a career within the 

neighbourhood, which will create a highly differentiated population. 

Even though Amsterdam has undergone a lengthy process of segregation of living and 

working, a certain blend of work and living still exists. 

increasingly positive. Blending 

98 De Rooy, 2007 

99 Priemus, 1999 

100 Bijdendijk, 2009 
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Hveability in districts and furthermore can add to the, in a flexible manor, approach the need 

of space of small enterprises. The contribution these small enterprisescan make to the social 

capital and cohesion in districts, the influence of the type of districts on enterprises in the 

different phases of their lifecycle, and the characteristics of city districts that succeed to 

create a successful production environment 101
. 

Housing association Stadgenoot has performed an investigation related to the value increase 

per district in five distnicts in Amsterdam. One of the more interesting conclusions from this 

investigation is that districts envisioned by Berlage had a higher quality {and resulting price 

per square meter) than those of the functionalist Van Eesteren 102
. Th is supports the current 

preferenee for liveability and a braader look from quality of housing to quality of districts. 

Trai'n station locations and business areas bath have a certain lifecycle where, over time, 

they are less suited for the tunetion they were origi,nally meant for and will have to evolve or 

be transformed 103
. 

Amsterdam has seen numerous redevelopment and will see more in the near future. 

Tagether with all Amsterdam housing associations, the AFWC indicates that the future 

developments in Amsterdam will start within and around the ring marked by the federal 

raad, AlO {as well as in the region of their own assets), and expand beyond. This means 

mainly transforming brownfields and transforming urban areas within and around the ring, 

and mainly new development beyond with bath farms of transformation as well. 

The vision of the intended development between 2010 and 2020 has been united in a 

pubikation by AFWC104 as a suggestion for the metropolis strategy or structure vision that 

the municipality of Amsterdam is further farm u lating at the time of writing105
. 

FIGURE A.l- 10 VOOR AMSTERDAM, STRUCTUURVISIE 201Q-2020 (AFWC, 2008) 

101 NICIS, 2006 
102 Bijdendijk, 2009 
103 

CPB, 2001 
104 AFWC, 2008 
105 http://www .dro_a msterdam. nI/wat doen wij/ metropoolstrategie/structuu rvisie/ 
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APPENDIX 8- LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED FOR GENERAL INTERVIEWS 

To provide a clear overview of the interviewees of this graduation project, they are again 

provided in this appendix. 

GENERAL INTERVIEWS 

• Walter Vermeulen- de Bie (Di rector of Laurentius Wonen) 

• Jack Hoek {Project director of brownfield transformation siteStrijp S Trudo) 

• Henk Scholte (Director of ParkbeheerStrijp S) 

• Ir. Koen Waijers PDEng {Project developer for Hurks Vastgoed Zuid) 

• Jeroen van der Veer (Policy adviser for AFWC, responsible for research and 

information, regional housing market, housing stock, and technica! management) 

• Gregor Heemskerk (Advisor for Twynstra Gudde) 

• Christiaan Wallet (Policy coordinator/project manager for the Ministry of Housing, 

Spatial Planning, and the Environment, responsible for the urban development 

policy) 

• Mikel Knippenberg {trainee ADMS) 

MAIL CONTACT FOR GENE/lAL INFORMATION 

• drs. ir. Jessie van Rooij MBA MRICS (Program manager housing production for the 

municipality of Eindhoven) 

• Anita van Limpt MRE (Process manager business parks for BOM) 

MAIN INTERVIEWS 

• Eric Nagengast (Project developer for Principaal, delegated developer for De Key) 

• Frank Bijdendijk (Director of Stadgenoot) 

• Yorick Meefout (Area developer for Stadgenoot) 

• Rob Hoogeveen {Area developer for de Alliantie Amsterdam) 

• Pim Hogenboom (Manager strategy for Eigen Haard) 

• dr. ir. Marice de Lange (Project manager for brownfield transformation site 

Zeeburgereiland and ljburg for the municipality of Amsterdam) 

MAIL CONTACTFORMA IN INTERVIEWS 

• Han van Diepen {Director of Delta Forte, delegated developer of Rochdale) 

FOLLOW UP INTERVIEWS 

• Maarten Georgius {Project manager for Aedes) 

• Jeroen van der Veer (Policy adviser for AFWC, responsible for research and 

information, regional housing market, housing stock, and technica! management) 

• llse Lamers (Area developer for Eigen Haard) 
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• Muriël Hendrikse (Senior projectmanager for Delta Forte, delegated developer of 

Rochdale) 

• Yorick Meefout (Area developer for Stadgenoot) 

• Eric Nagengast (Project developer for Principaal, delegated developer for De Key) 
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APPENDIX C -INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

The interviews were conducted using fixed question as a guide through the semi structured 

interview. Since the interviewees were Dutch, the interviews were in Dutch and the 

interview questions are Dutch. 

Interview afstudeerproject PGW Derks 

Onderwerp vragenlijst: Initiatieffase tot aan besluit deelname transformatieproces 

Naam woningcorporatie: 

Datum en tijdstip interview: 

Naam geïnterviewde: 

Functie geïnterviewde: 

Grootte (aantal woningen): 

Wat is uw aandachtsgebied? 

Waar denkt u dat de toekomstige ontwikkelingen plaats gaan vinden? Waarom? 

Hoe ziet jullie doelgroep eruit? En in de toekomst? (doelgroepen staan in het bbsh) 

Concurreren jullie met andere woningcorporaties? 

Archetypen 

Narrow 
Realestale 

• Real Estale 
Enterprise 

Service 
• corporatien 

Financial Economie 
yield 

• Clie t focused corporatien 

• District directer 

Social yield 

Broad 
People 

• Emancipation 
machine 

FIGURE 12- ARCHETYPES HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS (SEV, 2006) 

Gezien bovenstaande definities van de verschillende woningcorporatie archetypen, welke 

archetypen bent u op het moment? Zit er beweging in naar een ander type? 
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Groei 

Zijn jullie gericht op groei? 

Hoe ziet u zich dat voor in de komende jaren? (strategie) 

Ontwikkelingen 

Mogelijke ontwikkelingen (zonder opknapbeurt) : 

Herontwikkelen eigen bezit (woondichtheid) 

Herontwikkelen van een woongebied buiten eigen bezit 

Ontwikkelen van een green field (ook parken) 

Herontwikkelen (transformeren) van een brownfield 

Overig namelijk: 

Wat is ongeveer in de afgelopen 5 jaar de verdeling in ontwikkelingen in percentages? 

Wat verwacht u dat de verdeling in de toekomst is? Waarom? 

Wat is uw voorkeur voor de verschillende type ontwikkelingen? Waarom? Kunt u ze 

rangschikken? 

Hoe speelt de locatie mee? Zien jullie transformatie als een onderdeel van een grote 

omgeving? 

Hoe staat brownfield transformatie hierin? 

Zit de transformatie van brownfields in jullie toekomststrategie? 

Wat voor positie of regierol willen ju,llie hebben tijdens een ontwikkeling? En voor de 

transformatie van brownfields? 

Moet er per definitie een hechte samenwerking zijn tussen overheden en marktpartijen? 

Hechten jullie veel waarde aan de positieve of negatieve waarde die een project toebrengt 

aan je eigen imago? Image woningcorporaties in het algemeen. 

Op wat voor manier nemen jullie het strategisch belang van de ontwikkellocatie mee? 

Gebeurt het vaak? 
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Proces van betrokkenheid bij transformatie brownfields 

Kopen jullie de eigen grond aan of schrijven jullie je in op de bouwenvelop van de 

gemeente? 

Volledig aankoop, vooral aankoop, gelijk, vooral inschrijven, volledig inschrijven. 

Hoe hoort u van de mogelijkheid tot het ontwikkelen van een nieuwe locatie of hoe wordt u 

betrokken? 

Netwerk der directeuren { ookwel ervaringen vorige projecten) 

Bottom up {Op de koffie/ rondlopen in de buurt/ambtenaar gesproken) 

Benadering door overheidsinstantie {gemeente) 

Benadering door commerciële partij 

Winnen zelf informatie in over beoogde locatie {zelf gekozen) 

Anders, namelijk: 

Waar ligt het initiatief? Hoe gaat het meestal, gezien in percentages? 

Waar gaat uw voorkeur naar uit? Rangschikken? 

Besluitvormingsproces met haalbaarheidsstudie 

Maken jullie gebruik van besluitvormingsprocedures, besluitvormingsmodellen en/of 

besluitvormingstools? Zo ja, wat zijn deze en hoe gaat dat dan? 

Maken jullie gebruik van Besliss,ingsondersteunend systeem of Decision support system 

(DSS)? 

Op gebouwniveau? 

Op gebiedsniveau? 

Welke aspecten zou dan in zo'n systeem moeten zitten? 

Is het mogelijk dat ik deze procedures opgestuurd krijg of inzicht in kan krijgen? 

Hoe spelen subsidies mee? 
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Wat doen jullie voor onderzoek naar de haalbaarheid van bebouwingsmogelijkheden? 

Aanwezige gebouwen (monumenten) 

Stedenbouwkundig? 

Bestemmingsplan 

Moment van bebouwen (periode in de tijd) 

o Verschillende regels mbt geluid etc voor woningbouw, kantorenbouw, 

bedrijvigheid en industrie. Soort van overgangsfase, wanneer willen de wc 

dan instappen? 

o Wanneer stapt u het liefst in? 

o Zou u instappen wanneer dit nog niet zeker is? 

o Eigen initiatief? 

Initiatief Woningbouw 

Waar in het proces initiatief, design, afname Wanneer stappen jullie in? Wat moet er 

minimaal gedaan zijn/aanwezig zijn om in te stappen. Wanneer stappen jullie uiterlijk in? 

Verplaatsen bestaande industrie 

Hoe kijken jullie tegengeluids-en stankcirkels aan? Vervuiling, schiphal vliegcirkels. Nemen 

jullie het verplaatsen van overlast veroorzakende bedrijven mee in de haalbaarheidsstudie? 

Waarom wel/niet? 

Moet de stank weg zijn of moet er een goede indicatie zijn dat het weggaat? Zo ook voor 

vervuiling etc. 

Wat doen jullie voor onderzoek naar de haalbaarheid van herplaatsen van belemmerende 

factoren? 

Kosten van het verplaatsen van bepaalde industrie. Is het gek of vreemd dit mee te 

nemen? Toekomst? 
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Reden ontwikkeling 

Er zi1jn een aantal factoren voor een woningcorporatie om een locatie te ontwikkelen, kunt u 

de volgende redenen waarderen van 1 tot 5 en een factor toevoegen indien u er een mist. 

Factor z 
I 

z - 0:1 m 
11) 

11) 
11) ... 

11) r+ O'Q 
De transformatie: r+ s:::: :E DJ C'" r+ DJ ::I C'" ... 11) 

11) DJ r+ O'Q 
DJ I ~: DJ 

DJ - ::I 
::I ~ O'Q 

O'Q ::::!. 
~: 

...... 
~ 

~ 

Komt ten goede van de stad 

Mogelijkheid tot huisvesten speciale doelgroep 

Mogelijkheid tot uitbreiding volume 

Mogelijkheid tot meerwaarde gebied (bezit in 
11 

gebied} 

Mogelijkheid tot meerwaarde omgeving (bezit 

omgeving} 

Ambitie I prestige 

Strategisch belang (voorrang andere locatie} 

Mogelijkheid tot geld verdienen 

Locatie binnen aandachtsgebied 

Andere brownfields in de omgeving ? 

Mogelijkheid tot grondpositie 

Toekomstig potentieel regio 

Overig, namelijk: 
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Zien jullie de volgende factoren als een op een brownfield als een obstakel? 

Obstakel Cl z l> m "' 11) 11) Q) 11) ::::r 
11) c ::s ::s 0 
::s ... Q. 0 ~ .., 

Q) CT ." 0 Q) 
Q) n ." ... 

CT ::::r ... 0 
." ... Q) "C ... 
Q) 

." ~ "C "C 
~ c !.. 11) 

!.. 
.., 

::s ... 
Vervuilde grond 

Stank van omgeving 

Geluidsoverlast van omgeving 

Leegstand/aftakeling of conditie objecten op terrein 

Aanwezigheid monumenten 

Slecht imago terrein I 

Geen aandachtslocatie 

Verliesgevende ontwikkeling 
I 

Geen meerwaarde voor stad 

Geen mogelijkheid voor huisvesten doelgroep 

Geen waardevermeerdering omgeving 

Slechte bereikbaarheid (transport) 

Geen bezit omgeving 

Erfpacht 
' 

Weinig tot geen invloed besl.uitvormingsproces I, ~I 
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APPENDIX D- PLABERUM 

The municipality of Amsterdam has provided an overview of the products required per 

phase and the permits required in their "plan- en besluitvormingsproces voor ruimtelijke 

maatregelen 2006" or Plaberum, the plan and decision making process for spatial 

development106
. 

DEEl. 111- PRODUCTENOVERZICHT 

Fase 1 - Strategie 

1. Inleiding 
-Aanleiding, relatie met het Structuurplan 
- Visie op het projectgebied en samenhang met de vernieuwing van de andere domeinen, 
sociaal, economisch en veiligheid 
- Indicatie van de urgentie 

2. Inventarisatie 
Fysieke aspecten: 
-Beschrijving van de ligging van het projectgebied in de stad, met een kaart van het 
projectgebied met aanduiding van de begrenzingen van studiegebied, plangebied en 
grondexploitatiegebied en (straat)namen. 
-Beschrijving van het gebied: 
o Ruimtelijke structuur, grondgebruik, gebruik van het water en het huidige gebruik 
o Omgeving, dynamiek 
o Eigendomsverhoudingen 
o Ontsluiting weg-openbaar vervoer-fiets 
o Civieltechniek, bodemopbouw en grondslag , kunstwerken, waterhuishouding, hoofd-K&L 
o Quick scan bestaande bebouwing, cultuurhistorische waarden, natuur, monumentale 
beplanting 
o Quick scan milieukwaliteit bodem-water-lucht-geluid- externe veiligheid 
o De milieuhygiënische toestand van de bodem 
o Sociale infrastructuur, bevolkingssamenstelling en -ontwikkeling 
o overzicht van nog niet of nog onvoldoende onderzochte aspecten 
Wet- en regelgeving: 
-Randvoorwaarden vanuit vigerende WAO-plannen, waaronder streek-, structuur- en 
bestemmingsplannen 
- Inschatting of het plan MER/SMB-plichtig zal worden (Milieueffectrapportage, Strategische 
Milieubeoordeling) 
- Inschatting of de referendumverordening van toepassing is 
- Overzicht van verleende (milieu)vergunningen 
Beleid: 
- Bestuurlijke afspraken (procedures , organisatie) die betrekking hebben op het plangebied 
- Randvoorwaarden en uitgangspunten, voortvloeiend uit vastgesteld gemeentelijk beleid en 
plannen in de omgeving c.q. strijdigheid met gemeentelijk beleid en plannen in de omgeving 

3. Procedurele- en krachtenveldanalyse 
- Uitvoeren procedurele analyse en krachtenveldanalyse 
- Risicoanalyse m.b.t. technische, financiële, juridische, procedurele en maatschappelijke 
haalbaarheid, met expliciete aandacht voor MER-plicht, Flora- en Faunawetgeving , 
Natuurbeschermingswet, Monumentenwet, wetgeving op grond van Verdrag van Valletta, 
Besluit Luchtkwaliteit, Besluit Externe Veiligheid, Kaderr,ichtlijn Water, Wet Beheer 
Rijkswaterstaatswerken (WBR), Wet Milieubeheer, Vogel- en Habitatrichtlijn, Geurhinder en 
Starling 

106 http://www.kennisbankruimteliikesector.ni/plaberum 0 
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4. Ontwikkelingsstrategie 
- Onderbouwing nut en noodzaak project 
- Ruimtelijke strategie: schets van ontwikkelingsmodellen met een indicatie van te handhaven 
elementen en programma, grondgebruik, watergebruik, ontsluiting, civieltechnische 
maatregelen en studie van effecten op omgeving, water, flora en fauna 
- Financiële strategie: inschatting van het te verwachten resultaat met een indicatie van 
investeringen, opbrengsten, dekkingsmiddelen respectievelijk subsidies, risico's en 
optimaliseringsmogelijkheden 
-Verwerving- en ontruimingsstrategie 
- Proces: route door het Plaberum inclusief relatie met juridisch-planologische procedures, 
tijdsplanning, eventuele samenwerking met externe partijen, projectbudget 
- Organisatie: voorstel voor een passende projectorganisatie, inclusief de kwaliteiten van het 
projectteam, afspraken over de rolverdeling tussen bestuurlijke en ambtelijke opdrachtgever 
-Communicatie: strategie m.b.t. overheden, ambtelijke organisaties, externen, maatschappelijk 
Overleg 

5. Opzet volgende fase 
- Inhoud: nader onderzoek en planvorming (met financiële regeling daarvan) 
- Proces en organisatie: projectteam, juridisch-planologische procedures, eventuele 
samenwerking met externe partijen, communicatie met de omgeving 

6. Strategiebesluit 
• Overzicht van gevraagde besluiten met vermelding van eventuele minderheidsstandpunten 
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Fase 2 - Onderzoek 

1. Inleiding 
- Recapituleren Strategiebesluit uit fase 1. 
- Beschrijving van de doelen van het project, visie en ambities, kansen en bedreigingen, 
samenhang met de vernieuwing van de domeinen: fysiek, sociaal, economisch, veiligheid. 
- Beschrij.ving van de doelen van deze fase. 

2. Onderzoek 
- Nadere inventarisatie bestaande situatie (aansluitend bij lacunes in kennis fase 11 en 
actualisering gegevens), leidend tot minimaal: 
- uitgangspunten voor de te handhaven elementen (cultuur-historische waarden en 
elementen, bestaande bebouwing, natuur, monumentale beplanting, ligplaatsen voor 
woonboten) 
-een kaart met bestaande en te verwachten milieuhinder (geluid, externe veiligheid, 
bodem, lucht, bedrijven, Schiphol, straalpaden, hoogspanningsmasten, hogedruk 
aardgasleidingen, etc) 
- inventarisatie in het kader van de Flora en faunawet 
-Verkenning wenselijke fysieke situatie: ruimtelijke modellen incl. bouwhoogtes, programmaen 
grondgebruikscenario's, massastudies, verkeersmodellen, milieuvarianten (geluid, externe 
veiligheid, milieuhygiënische aspecten van de bodem, lucht, geur, energievoorziening), 
civieltechnische varianten. 
-Verkenning financiële haalbaarheid: kosten (locatie-afhankelijke en locatie-onafhankelijke 
kosten plus overige aan het plan toe te rekenen kosten buiten de grondexploitatie), 
locatiewaardering, opbrengsten, overige dekkingsmogelijkheden, fasering, omgaan met 
risico's. 
-Verkenning planning en uitvoeringsfasering aan de hand van de procedurele analyse. 
- beschrijving van nog niet of nog onvoldoende onderzochte aspecten 

3. Ruimtelijk kader 
- Uitgangspunten voor de relevante facetten, te handhaven elementen, het grondgebruik, de 
hoofdontsluiting, de waterhuishouding, civieltechnische maatregelen, ontwikkelingseenheden 
en de uitvoeringsfasering, incl. kaartmateriaaL 
- lnmetin9 van het terrein 

4. Financieel kader 
-Uitgangspunten voor (norm)kosten en (norm)opbrengsten, waaronder gebiedsbegrenzing, 
kwaliteitsniveau openbare ruimte i.r.t. beheerkosten, parkeeroplossingen, niet-commerciële 
voorzieningen. 
-Opstellen verwervings-, onteigenings- en ontruimingsplan, tijdelijk beheerplan en plan voor 
verplaatsing woonboten. 
-Opstellen globale grondexploitatiebegroting met een indicatie van risico's (waaronder bodem) 
en optimaliseringsmogelijkheden. 
-Overzicht onrendabele uitgaven (buiten de grondexploitatie) en mogelijke dekking 
- Aanloopkredietaanvragen opstellen. 

5. Juridisch-planologisch kader 
- Uitgangspunten voor te hanteren instrumentarium en te volgen procedures (o.a. MER/SMB). 
- Zonodig start WRO-procedures (bv. voor onteigening) 
- Mogelijke maatregelen en eventueel noodzakelijke ontheffingsaanvraag in het kader van de 
Flora- en Faunawet 

6. Uitvoering 
- Zonodig voorbereiding verwerven, onteigenen, ontruimen 

7. Overleg 
Communicatie: 
-Resultaten maatschappelijk overleg en inspraak conform inspraakverordening 
Adviezen: 
-Technisch Ambtelijk Vooroverleg Geluidhinder (TAVGA, ook lucht en risico) 
-Technische Adviescommissie Hoofdgroenstructuur (TAC) 
-Amsterdamse Raad voor de Stadsontwikkeling (ARS) (niet verplicht) 
- OGA: locatiewaardering 
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- OGA bodemaspecten 
- W-team: toets op afzetbaarheid 
- OGA: Audit kosten-kwaliteit 
Toetsen: 
- Stedelijk toetsteam: toetsing aan vigerende wetgeving en beleid 
- Risicoanalyse van eventuele interpretatieproblemen of afwijkingen 
Stedelijke afstemming: 
- Informeren Commissie Winkelplanning, Stuurgroep Bedrijfslocaties, Verkeerseemmissie 
(centraal-stadsdeel) . 
-Afstemming met PBI 
- Aanmelding bij Uitvoeringsloket (voorheen procuwo-cocuwo-wwu-stadsregisseur) 

8. Opzet volgende fase 
- Inhoud: nader onderzoek en planvorming (inclusief financiële regeling daarvan) 
-Proces en organisatie: projectteam, juridische en planologische procedures, eventuele 
samenwerking met externe partijen, communicatie met de omgeving 
- Uitvoering: zonodig start verwerven, onteigenen, ontruimen 

9. Projectbesluit 
-Overzicht van gevraagde besluiten met vermelding van eventuele minderheidsstandpunten 
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Fase 3 - Programma en Ontwerp 

1. Inleiding 
- Recapituleren Projectbesluit uit fase 2 
- Beschrijving van de einddoelen en de uitgangspunten van het project voor de vier pijlers: 
fysiek, sociaal, economisch, veiligheid. 
- Beschrijving. van de doelen van deze fase. 
- Aanpak en fasering werkzaamheden. 

2. Onderzoek 
- Inventarisatie bestaande situatie (aansluitend bij lacunes in kennis fase 2 en actualisering van 
gegevens}, leidend tot minimaal: 
-kaart met te handhaven elementen met een beschrijving van cultuur-historische waarden, 
natuurwaarden en eisen/randvoorwaarden voor planvorming en uitvoering, 
- (evt. aangepaste} kaarten met bestaande en te verwachten milieuhinder en 
eisen/randvoorwaarden voor planvorming en uitvoering (geluid, externe veiligheid, bodem, 
lucht, bedrijven, schiphol, straalpaden, hoogspanningsmasten, hogedruk 
aardgasleidingen, etc}. 
-Evt. nader onderzoek naar de milieuhygiënische kwaliteit van de bodem, luchtkwaliteit, geluid, 
externe veiligheid, gewenst leefmilieu en doelgroepen 
- Programmatisch onderzoek: functiemix en afzetmogelijkheden 
- Ontwerponderzoek: verkavelingsvarianten, parkeeroplossingen, akoestisch onderzoek, 
waterhuishouding, windhinderonderzoek, bezonning, flexscan 

3. Ruimtelijk !kader 
- Programma van Eisen bebouwing, verwerking van toetsing fase 2 bodem-water-lucht-geluidrisico 
- Programma van Eisen openbare ruimte (in overleg met toekomstige beheerder}, verwerking 
van toetsing fase 2 bodem-water-lucht-geluid-risico 
- Stedebouwkundig Plan , incl. verkaveling, te handhaven elementen, fasering, begrenzing 
bouwenveloppen en beschrijving plan en programma per facet en ligplaatsen voor woonboten 
- Schetsplan openbare ruimte en kunstwerken (incl. advies vanuit engineering en beheer}, start 
opbouw dossier veiligheid en gezondheid 
- matentekening (inclusief hoogtematen} 
- Bouwenveloppen : ruimtelijke en programmatische randvoorwaarden met aanduiding 
optimaliseringsruimte 
- Welstandscriteria 

4. Financieel kader 
-Opstellen grondexploitatiebegroting 
- Opstellen kosten voor nader bodemonderzoek, sanering en of verwerking van vrijkomende 
grond 
-Opstellen financiële uitgangspunten bouwenveloppen 
- Opstellen subsidieaanvragen 
-Dekkingsplan voor onrendabele uitgaven in de meerjarige ramingen: BLVC uitvoeringsplan, 
niet-commerciële voorzieningen en milieumaatregelen 
- Aanvraag uitvoeringskredieten 
- aanvraag krediet voor bodemsanering 
-aanvraag budgetten voor uitvoering (aanvullend} bodemonderzoek en of sanering c.q. 
projectmatige ontgraving van verontreinigde grond. 
- Afspraken over beheerkosten 

5. Juridisch-planologisch kader 
- Opstellen MER of MER-beoordeling als het plan daar aanleiding toe geeft 
- Opstellen (Voor}Ontwerp-Bestemmingsplan, Uitwerkingsplan of voorbereiden artikel 19-
procedure als dat uit de procedurele analyse blijkt 
- Artikel1 0 overleg BRO, ter visielegging en inspraak in het kader van de Wet op de Ruimtelijke 
Ordening WAO 
- Overzicht aan te vragen en af te geven vergunningen 
- Start aanvraag vergunningen bouwrijpmaken 

6. Uitvoering 
- Opstellen BLVC-uitvoeringsplan 
- PvE bouwrijp maken, inclusief grondbalans 
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- zonodig start verwerven, tijdelijk beheerplan, onteigenen, ontruimen, bouwrijp maken, inclusief 
aanvraag alle relevante vergunningen 
- totaalplanning van activiteiten en termijnen, werkprogramma en eventueel faseringsvoorstel 

7. Overleg 
Communicatie: 
- Resultaten maatschappelijk overleg en inspraak in het kader van de ililspraakverordening 
Adviezen: 
-Technisch Ambtelijk Vooroverleg Geluidhinder (TAVGA, ook: lucht, risico!) 
- Stuurgroep Bedrijfsterreinen 
- Technische Adviescommissie Hoofdgroenstructuur 
- ARS (Amsterdamse Raad voor de Stadsontwikkeling) 
- W-team (locatiewaardering en afzetbaarheid) 
- Commissie winkelplanning (als sprake is van toevoeging van 2000 m2 bvo detailhandel) 
- Uitvoeringsorganisaties (voorheen procuwo-cocuwo-wwu-stadsregisseur) 
- OGA (procedurevoorstel selectie marktpartijen en resultaat van de selectie melden) 
- OGA bodemaspecten 
- OGA onderhandelen 
Toetsen: 
-Stedelijke toetsteam: toetsing aan vigerende wetgeving en beleid en toetsing aan 
Projectbesluit uit fase 2. toets grondexploitatiebegroting door OGA. 
- Risicoanalyse van eventuele interpretatieproblemen of afwijkingen 
- Toetsing door Verkeerseemmissie stadsdeel (en centraal als sprake is van wijzigingen in de 
Hoofdnetten Auto. Rail of Fiets) 
Stedelijke afstemming: 
- Informeren Welstandscommissie over welstandscriteria 
-Afstemming met PBI 
Algemeen: 
-Aangeven of- en hoe- de ontvangen toetsen en adviezen (zullen) leiden tot aanpassingen 
- Verantwoording van het niet verwerken van adviezen en toetsen 

8. Opzet volgende fase 
- Inhoud: nader onderzoek en planvorming (incl. financiële regeling daarvan) 
- Proces en organisatie: 
- Samenstelling projectteam 
- Overzicht en planning juridische en planologische procedures, betrekken omgeving 
- Procedurevoorstel voor opdrachtgeverschap niet-woonvoorzieningen 
- Procedurevoorstel voor selectie marktpartijen 
- Voorbereiden bouwenvelopovereenkomst 
- Uitvoering 

9. lnvesteringsbesluit 
-Overzicht van gevraagde besluiten met vermelding van eventuele minderheidsstandpunten 
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Fase 4 - Uitvoering 

1. Inleiding nvt. 

2. Onderzoek 
-Actualisering van gegevens 

3. Ruimtelijk kader 
- VO, DO en Bestekplan Openbare Ruimte, plus evt. afzonderlijke bestekken voor groen, 
riolering en kunstwerken (bestekschalen afhankelijk van complexiteit project) 
- Advies op DO vanuit ontwerp en beheer 
- Second opinion bij complexe projecten op Bestek wat betreft juridische en ontwerpaspecten 
- Bodem- en geluidsaneringsplan 
-Veiligheid en Gezondheiddossier 

4. Financieel kader 
-Selectie marktpartijen en selectie opdrachtgevers niet-commerciële voorzieningen . 
- Opstellen en afsluiten bouwenvelopovereenkomsten. 
- Opstellen periodieke voortgangsrapportage (art. 8 Verordening op het Gemeentelijk 
Grondbedrijf, RAG), met aandacht voor afwijkingen in de planopzet, gebruik van de grond, 
uitvoeringswijze en -termijn, loon- en prijsontwikkelingen 
-Budgettering van dë uitvoering van werken en planvoorbereidingskosten 
- Aanvullende kredietaanvragen 
- Financiële overdracht van aangelegd openbaar terrein. 
- Gronduitgifte incl. erfpachtovereenkomst 
- Indienen declaraties voor uitgevoerd werk bij de afdeling Grondzaken 
-een kredietaanvraag ten behoeve van de eerste verstrating (gemiddeld 7 jaar na aanleg) 
waarvoor het OGA in zijn grondexploitatiebegroting gelden heeft gereserveerd. 
-afsluiten van de administratie van het plan . 

5. Juridisch-planologisch kader 
-Afronden WAO-procedures 
-Aanvraag vergunningen en ontheffingen (oa. Flora- en faunawet en ligplaatsen voor woonboten) 
-Afgifte van aanleg-, kap-, milieu- en bouwvergunningen 

6. Uitvoering 
-Afronding verwerving, onteigening en ontruiming 
-Aanbesteding bodem- en geluidssanering 
-Aanbesteding openbare ruimte, groen, riolering en kunstwerken 
-Het in -en aanbesteden overeenkomstig wettelijke regèls en het Europese en Amsterdamse 
beleid, c.q. conform de EU dienstenrichtlijn. 
- Directievoering tot en met proces verbaal voorschouw, 1 een 2de oplevering, definitieve 
overdracht. 
- Tijdelijk beheer 

7. Beheer 
-Opstellen beheerplan openbare ruimte, water en groen-beplanting (onder 
verantwoordelijkheid stadsdeel. Bij minder complexe projecten kan worden volstaan met een 
beheerparagraaL 
-de dienst lVV stelt een beheerplan op voor de hoofdinfrastructuur en neemt de nieuwe 
hoofdinfrastructuur op in bestaande beheerplannen . 

8. Overleg 
Communicatie: 
- Resultaten maatschappelijk overleg en inspraak op DO Openbare ruimte in het 'kader van de 
inspraakverordening 
Advies: 
- Welstandscommissie adviseert over bouwplannen. 
- OGA adviseert over proces en resultaat selectie marktpartij(en) 
- OGA adviseert over het onderhandelingsresultaat 
- OGA adviseert over autonome afwijkingen van de grondexploitatie 
- Zonodig aanvutlende adviezen Uitvoeringsorganisaties (voorheen procuwo-cocuwo-wwustadsregisseur) 
Afstemming: 
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-Als sprake is van inrichting van de openbare ruimte en aanleg van (hoofd) infrastructuur vindt 
afstemming plaats tussen afdeling Grondzaken/ OGA en het stadsdeel (Stadsdeelwerken of 
Openbare Ruimte) en de dienst lVV over aanbesteding en uitvoering in de openbare ruimte. 
Toetsing 
-Toetsing bouwplan door de afdeling bouw- en woningtoezicht van het stadsdeel of 
bouwtoezicht van de dienst Milieu en Bouwtoezicht (als het om centraal stedelijke 
bouwplannen gaat) aan het Bouwbesluit en de Bouwverordening. 
-Toetsing DO en bouwplan aan de bouwenvelopovereenkomst 

9. Uitvoeringsbesluiten 
- Overzicht van gevraagde besluiten met vermelding van eventuele minderheidsstandpunten 

10. Overdrachtsbesluit 
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DEEL IV LIJST VERGUNNINGEN EN JURIDISCH PLANOLOGISCHE PRODUCTEN (OKTOBER 2005) 
De onderstaande lijst is niet uitputtend. In de lijst zijn opgenomen: 
-"echte vergunningen": bouwvergunning, monumentenvergunning, etc.; 
-een aantal wettelijke vereiste planfiguren of onderzoeken waarmee de juridisch planologische 
inpassing wordt geregeld: bestemmingsplan, art. 19-vrijstelling, MER, voorbereidingsbesluit, 
-een aantal besluiten en protocollen voortkomend uit wettelijke of gemeentelijke regelingen: 
inspraakprocedure, wenstracéprocedure K&L, verkeersbesluit, bodemonderzoek en melding 
verontreinigde grond, landschapsstudie (voorheen HER), etc.; 

Bouwen 
Bestemmingsplan 
Voorbereidingsbesluit 
Bouwvergunning 
Vrijstelling ex. art. 19.1, 19.2 of 19.3 WRO (aanlegvergunning) 
Tijdelijke bouwvergunning I vrijstelling ex. art. 17 WRO (tijd. aanlegvergunning.) 
Ontheffing ex. art. 2.5.29 bouwverordening 
Procedure meldingsplichtige bouwwerken 
Woningonttrekkingsvergunning 
Sloopvergunning 
Monumentenvergunning (in centrum Amsterdam incl. toets Verordening op het behoud van het 
Daklandschap) 
Procedure vaststellen hogere waarden Wet Geluidhinder (verkeers-, spoorweg- en industrielawaai) 
Vrijstelling geluidhinder werkzaamheden (bouwverordening) 
Kapvergunning 
Gebruiksvergunning 
Procedure beschermd stadsgezicht 
Vergunning- en ontheffingsaanvraag voor werken in de nabijheid van een spoorweg 
Onteigeningswet 
Ontgrondingenwet 

Openbare Ruimte 
Objectvergunning en (tijdelijke) opbreekontheffing (OTO) 
KL T-vergunning 
Staanplaatsvergunning (intrekken/verplaatsen) 
Wenstracé-procedure kabels en leidingen (volgens afspraken uit Handboek Ondergrondse 
Infrastructuur) 
Vergunningsprocedure onttrekking aan de openbare ruimte 

Verkeer 
Wegonttrekkingsprocedure 
Verkeersbesluit 
Tijdelijke verkeersmaalregel 
Ontheffing regeling verkeersregels en verkeerstekens 
Stadsdistributie 
Verkeersentheffing & melding bijzonder verkeer 
Stadsregie/Cocuwo/Procuwo procedure 
Tijdelijke aanpassing verkeerslichten 
Garagevergunning 
Tracéwetprocedure 

Water 
Ordening op het water 
Diverse vergunningen en ontheffingen op grond van de verordening op de Haven en Binnenwater 
(VHB): PM 
Waterkwantiteit beheer van waterkeringen en waterstanden 
Ontheffing op de Keur 
Procedure afwijking van het peilbesluit 
Procedure werken in (primaire) waterkeringen 
Grondwateronttrekkingsvergunning (onttrekken en infiltreren grondwater) 
Waterkwaliteit 
WVO-vergunning (lozingsvergunning) 
Melding i.h.k.v. Bouwstoffenbesluit 
Werken in waterbodems 
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Beschikking Wet op de Bodembescherming (op grond van saneringsplan) 
Ontgrondingenvergunning of -melding 

Scheepvaart 
Verkeers-Iveiligheidsmaatregelen bij werken in/op water (Scheepvaartverkeerswet) 
Ontheffing i.h.k.v. Verordening op de Haven en Binnenwater 
Ontheffing van alg. waterstaatsverordening A'dam 
Ligplaatsvergunning (woonboten) 

Milieu 
Milieu Effect Rapportage (MER) 
MER-beoordeling 
Strategische Milieu Beoordeling (SMB) 
Traject stad & milieu 
Milieuvergunning 
Bouwstoffenbesluit Melding toepassen van grond op basis van Bouwstoffenbesluit WVO 
Wet bodembescherming: saneringsplan I advies DMB 
Lozingsvergunning op riool 
Stortvergunning 
Afvalstroomnummer en melding 
Ontheffing Flora- & faunawet 
Plan van Aanpak sanering radioactieve besmetting 
Ontgrondingenwet 
Vogeltjeswet 
Kapvergunning 

Diversen 
Procedures bezwaar/beroep Alg . wet bestuursrecht 
Vestiging voorkeursrecht 
Onteigeningsprocedure 
Vergunning i.h.k.v. Belemmeringenwet Privaatrecht 
Concessie landmaken i.h.k.v. Wet droogmakerijen en indijkingen 
Wet beheer rijkswaterstaatswerken 
Verdrag van Valletta 
Procedure wijziging gemeentegrens 
Procedure besluit verdeling bevoegdheden grootstedelijk project 
Europese in- en aanbestedingsregels (Dienstenrichtlijn)en Amsterdamse regelgeving dienaangaande 
Referendum 
Toets I ontheffing Luchthaven IndelingBesluit (LIB) 
Inspraakprocedure conform inspraakverordening 
Landschapsstudie 
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APPENDIX f- 0 VERVIEW OF THE ACTlVITIES AND INPUT PER DEVELOPMENT PH ASE 
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The documents (DO) represented are the ldea (ID), Exploration (E), lnitiative (IN), and the Development phase (DE). 

DO Spatial Analysis Spatial task 

ID Global empirica! spatial numbers Global bottlenecks, opportunities and feasibility studies 

Bottlenecks and opportunities (incl. facilit ies & CRE) 

Site history (acquisition) and location 

Current projects and HA strategy 

Global program and programmatic conditions (e.g. volume, price segments, target groups, quality 

levels, 

E Refined spatial numbers market positioning, living environment, desired differentiation (own/rent)) 

Refined bottlenecks and opportunities Elaborated bottlenecks, opportunities and feasibility studies 

Fixed issues 

Spatial conditions (e.g. environment, sound, external safety) 

Choice of intervention type {demolition/new housing or 

IN renovation) Renewal plan 

Elaboration of programmatic conditions and the needed intervention per sector {in magnitudes of m2 

Choice of remediation type bvo) 

Bottlenecks, opportunities and feasibility studies 

DE Elaboration of the program in quantity and magnitude 

Specific bottlenecks, opportunities and feasibility studies 
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DO Decision Market analysis Residential survey Urbanistic plan Construction plan 

Primitive spatial vision on 

ID Exploration Global market exploration location 

Development potential 

Preliminary urbanistic 

E lnitiative Global market analysis Quick scan residential survey investigation 

IN Development Global market analysis Master plan and SPvE 

Market a na lysis on sub area 

DE Project definition level Living desire survey Project statement (bandwidth) I 

DO Renovation plan ~ocial project/district approach :,ocial real estate Company real estate/BOG 

ID lnventarisation running social projects 

E 

IN 

~everal year investment plans social Research on presentand desired Research on presentand desired 

DE projects facility structure facility structure 

~everal year investment plans social Draft social real estate (global m2 and Draft company real estate (global m2 

projects intention agreement) and intention agreement) 

Definition social projects (renewal 

Project statement (bandwidth) district approach) Project statement Project statement 

Collaboration agreement Collaboration agreement 
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DO Reaccomodation/social plan Participation Area exploitation Planning 

ID Primitive programmatic planning (e.g . time planning, 

Stakeholder and partner analysis phases, procedures) 

lnventarisation of related contracts and intention agreements 

E Conditions and chance of succes Normative area 
I 

reaccommodation Social map exploitation Global planning 

Social label 

IN Contribution to participation plan city Global area 

Audit reaccommodation task district/municipality exploitation Global planning 

Draw up social plan (re-accommodation) 

i DE 
Detailed area 

Reaccommodation plan Participation plan exploitation Detailed planning 
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